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By HOLLY WISE
Staff Writer
Murray State University officials
presented a funding request to the
Paducah Area Chamber of Commerce
Tuesday night for a $300,000 planning
study to be conducted for the expansion
of the MSU Paducah Extended
Campus':
"We are seeking planning money of
minimally $300,000 to complete a
comprehensive long-range plan for
Murray State University to expand in
Paducah, including a community needs
analysis, inventory of high-need aca-
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demic programs, development of delivery models and concept drawings and
siting for a new facility," explained Jim
Carter, MSU vice president for institutional development. -This will get us in
the queue as a viable project and provide the impetus to still be able to go
forward with a request for construction
dollars in 2010-12."
The new facilities would be built on
West Kentucky Community and
Technical College's campus located off
of 1-24 near the University of
Kentucky's Engineering School in
Paducah.

According to Brian Van Horn, assistant dean for Murray State's Center for
Continuing Education, Murray's
Paducah campus works very closely
with WKCTC to provide a seamless
transfer from the college to MSU.
"Without an opportunity for seamless transfer, neither WKCIV nor MSU
will be able to reach its state-mandated
(Council on Postsecondary Education)
goal of 'doubling the numbers' of
Kentucky citizens with bachelor's
degrees," he said.
"MSU believes it has the ability and
capacity to double the number of
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enrollees and graduates of the Paducah to get started
The number of students enrolled in
Extended Campus and stands ready to
s Paducah Regional
double the number of available pro- Murray State'
165 percent since the
grams we are delivering toward that Campus has risen
year. At that time, there
end," Carter added. "Such cannot take 1996-97 school
course enrollments.
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"Because of our success, MSU is at
ting a great deal more resources into
capacity and limited to any growth,"
that building.
"We do not envision doing that in said Van Horn.
Van Horn said students choose the
any scenario," he said. "Paducah can
s because of location
have essentially a full university pro- Paducah campu
gram in its community someday — in
partnership with MSU — and we need IN See Page 2A
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Coroner says baby girl found at
Louisville college was born alive

•Bully ...

1:06 a.m.
Louisville police detectives are investigating
the death.
Bellarmine is a Catholic liberal arts college in
Louisville.
Norris says the mother is a I9-year-old from
Indianapolis who is a junior at the school.
A university spokesman said about 200 students live in Anniversary Hall.

A nev.txini gill
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP)
found on the campus of Belliurnine University
was born alive, the coroner's office said Thursday.
Jefferson County Deputy Coroner Gayle Norris
says the preliminary results of an autopsy show the
baby was born alive. Norris says the baby was
found about 12:30 a.m. EDT Wednesday in
Anniversary Hall. a dormitory.
Norris says the baby was pronounced dead at

•Paducah campus ...
From Front
and the convenience of the class
schedule. "Students are able to
get a quality education while
working, raising families and
going to school," he said.
Based on student information
from spring 2007. Van Horn
informed the chamber members

said Van Horn. -They graduate
here, stay to work here and contnbute to our local society. We
have an opportunity before us.
We have a president and board
of regents chair that believe
McCracken
and
Paducah
County deserves a facility that
could fully meet the needs of the
community"

that 76 percent of the Paducah
Regional campus students are
female,61 percent of the student
body have children, 64 percent
are married, 93 percent work
full-time or part-time and 71
percent are 25 years or older.
"The graduates of our regional campus are not the students
that we lose to 'brain drain'."

ERIC WALKER/Ledger &times
Dr Ernie Bailey, standing, addresses the gathering for the Bailey/Martin/Pettypool Cemetery
rededication Wednesday afternoon in the lobby of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. Bailey
praised the efforts of the hopsital to rededicate the ceremony

IN Cemetery rededication ...
From

Front

remarked, rededicated and preserved,- he said.
"Everybody at this hospital has been so nice to
a ork with us on this. All the Niard members and
employee, have been super"
He said the cemetery had been essentially lost
tor some /15 years. but because of family records
and recollections, "it hadn't totally disappeared
from the radar"

"But there was no physical evidence of it. So
we look this opportunity, when the hospital's
building and expanding, to make sure that it was
done," Bailey said. -This was the time to do it.Another Bailey agreed.
"It was very nice," said Becky Smith — a forliter Bailey — of the rededication ceremony. "I
think we need to remember everyone buried in
Calloway County."
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From Front
can get adults involved in the
bullying who are unaware that
they are dealing with a child.
Sometimes cyberbulhes attack
by posing as the victim to create
problems for the true victim. For
example, the bully may make it
look as though the victim is
doing something wrong; the parents are then notified, and the
parents punish the victim."
Some examples include:
—spreading malicious gossip, rumors, and lies.
--posting defamatory photographs and video recordings on
the Web.
—sending mean, nasty, and
ugly e-mails.
—sending porn and other
junk e-MaiIs and instant messages.
—creating Web sites intended to embarrass or humiliate
someone.
Cyberbullies may also use
one or more of the following
online forums:
— blogs that provide the
user; with the tools to publish
personal content online about a
range of topics, such as hobbies,
travel, or work projects.
--chat rooms that serve as
virtual meeting places where
users can find people to talk with
online.
—e-mail services that allow
subscribers to pass messages
from one person to the other.
Other venues include instant
messaging, message boards,
short service messages.
"Protecting your child from
all cyberbullying may be impossible, but there are some steps
you can take to prevent much of
it, reduce it, and perhaps even
stop some cyberbullies. Beane
said. "First, make sure that your
child knows what cyberbullying
is and what it looks like. Discuss
how students use technology to
mistreat and hurt people. Ask
your child if he knows anyone
who has been cyberbullied."
With his first book, 'The
Bully-Free Classroom" now on
the bestseller's list, Beane's new
book is scheduled to appear at
Barnes and Noble, Books-aMillion, and other stores soon.
The 224-page guide explains to
parents and other caregivers the
many ways that bullying can
almit
present itself. tshi=si
1 to children if •
they can do to protect their children. Some of the eontentsif the
book include chapters on —11se
Nature of Bullying," "Warning
Signs," "Possible Causes of
"Preventing
Bullying,"
Cyberbullying," "When Your
Child Bullies Others,- "Why
Some Victims Retaliate, SelfHarm, or Commit Suicide."
Beane has also been asked to
develop an episode concerning
bullying for the ABC Television
show -Super Nanny" which
offers advice on child-rearing.
"I've been asked to develop an
episode and invite some parents
whose children have been bullied to take part, but I have yet
been extended a formal invitation to be on the show so I don't
want to say whether I will or 1
won't until I know for sure," he
said.
To learn more about Beane's
Bully Free program. go online at
wwwbullyfree.com.

Townerier
NOTICE
• The Murray City Council
will meet today at 6.30 p.m.
Agenda items include reports
from public safety and public
works committees, an amendment to the 2007-08 budget by
the Murray Convention and
Visitors Bureau, second readings of two ordinances regarding building permits and planning and zoning fees, and recognizing Red Ribbon Week and
Sam Outland
•To report a Town Crier
item, call 753-1916.

Fall Festival and
Family Celebration
This Saturday from 5-8 p.m. at the church!!
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Locust Grove Baptist Church
"Sharing Jesus Christ And Living Gracefully"

Pastor W. Ryker Wilson invites all families
to come out to the Grovefor trunk or treat
(What is in each car's trunk?),
2 story inflatable slide, games and prizes,
costume contest (nursery - 6th grade), cake bake
contest (guys only ladies judge), chili contest (all),
and old fashioned hay rides!!!
For more Information call 270-753-9550
pastoroflocuetgrovemurrapPethlxs.com
1871 Locust Grove Rd.
Just Two Mlles Out of Murray Off of 121 5.
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State legislator among education
commissioner finalists
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FRANKFORT, Ky. (API — A state legislator is seeking
Kentucky's top education post, saying he could do more as commissioner than a member of a minority party in the General Assembly.
State Rep. Jon Draud, R-Edgwood, is among the semifinalists to
become Kentucky's next education commissioner. Draud, a
Republican member of the House, is a former school superintendent.
"I think as commissioner I'd have a lot more influence on education than a minority member of the legislature," Draud told the
Lexington Herald-Leader. "I could have more of an impact."
The job has been open since former Conunissioner Gene Wilhoir
left last November to take a job in Washington. The state board of
education hired Barbara Erwin, a former Illinois educator, in May.
Erwin, however, resigned in July shortly before she was supposed
to start.
Board officials have not released candidates' names, but board
members are meeting Sunday to narrow them down to three finalists. They expect to name a new commissioner on Nov. 13.
Draud is a member of the House education committee.
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Business groups merge to push for
western Ky. interstate funding

Hun
lent

OWENSBORO, Ky.(API — Several business groups in western
Kentucky have formed an alliance to push legislators to fund a federal inter;tate project they say is being overlooked.
The new alliance is made up of a dozen chambers of commerce
in 10 Kentucky counties with funding for Interstate 69 as its top
goal.
The Kentucky portion of the 1-69 project has an estimated cost
of nearly $800 million but has received little funding.
"We hope to go as an alliance to bring more clout to our areas
and be able to get things accomplished," said Nick Cambron, chairman of the Greater Owensboro Chamber of Commerce. Cambron is
also heading the board of the new alliance, known as Chamber
Leadership Initiatives for Northwestern Kentucky, or C-LINK.
The planned route would follow the Pennyrile, Western
Kentucky and Purchase parkways, which would be upgraded to
interstate standards.
Mark Brown, a spokesman with the Kentucky Transportation
Cabinet, said the fact the route follows existing parkways helps offset some of the construction and planning costs that routes in
Indiana and Tennessee have incurred.
The counties include chamber groups from Breckinridge,
Daviess, Hancock, Henderson, Hopkins, McLean, Muhlenberg,
Ohio and Webster counties. Each chamber has two representatives
on C-LINK, which will meet at least three times a year.
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Ky. Supreme Court webcasting
oral arguments
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — The Kentucky Supreme Court is
going live and online.
The high court started webcasting oral arguments on Wednesday
through a Web site called Supreme Court Live, joining at least 16
other states in employing the technology. The court estimated it had
about 1,700 online viewers for its first webcast of oral arguments,
said Susan Clary, a spokeswoman for the court.
gone great. No hitches." Clary said.
With the move. Kentucky joins states from Alaska to Florida in
webcasting oral arguments.
"Broadcasting Supreme Court oral arguments live gives every
citizen access to our proceedings and an opportunity to see their
highest court doing its work,- Chief Justice Joseph Lambert said.
Kentucky's high court finally had the technology in place to start
webcasting after studying the idea for several years, Clary said. The
court is also looking into having attorneys file court records online,
which is similar to what many federal courts require, Clary said.
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Environmental groups speak out
against relaxing mining rule
HAZARD. Ky. (AP) — Environmental groups across
Appalachia spoke out at public hearings in four states on a Bush
administration-backed proposal to relax restrictions preventing
mining activity near waterways.
The groups oppose exempting valley fills — in which rubble
from mountaintop removal mining is dumped in nearby valleys —
from the 20-year-old rule restricting mining activity near streams.
"Enough is enough!" shouted Ellis Keyes of Letcher County during his turn at the podium., -The Office of Surface Mining should
pull this(proposed) rule and enforce the law without exception."
Though the groups had planned protests, cold rain spoiled their
efforts in eastern Kentucky, leaving participants to hold up small
yellow signs reading "Pull the Rule, Enforce the Law" inside and
wear -I (heart) Mountains- buttons.
David Moss of the Kentucky Coal Association said the rule
change will clear up ambiguities in the current law.
'The proposed clarification of the stream buffer zone rule is necessary in order to put an end to the regulatory uncertainty and litigation spawned in recent years by opponents of coal mining," he
said.

Assistant attorney general arrested
on drunken-driving charge
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — A Kentucky assistant attorney general was arrested Wednesday on a drunken-driving charge after
police found his car wrecked.
Jason B. Moore, 33, told police he had been to a concert and had
his last drink at the end. He refused a field sobriety test, but police
said he smelled strongly of alcohol, had bloodshot eyes and was
unsteady on his feet.
Police found a cup in the car with beer left in it, The CourierJournal reported.
Moore was charged with first-offense driving under the influence of alcohol or drugs and possession of an open container, said
Officer Phil Russell. a Louisville Metro Police spokesman.
Corey Bellamy. a spokesman for the state attorney general's
office, confirmed that Moore is an assistant there. He said Attorney
General Greg Stumbo is "aware of a DUI charge" but had no further comment.
Moore was arrested about 12:50 a.m. EDT near a downtown
intersection. Russell said.
Moore's car was smashed into a light pole with a fire hydrant
crushed underneath it, according to the arrest slip.

Human remains found in central
Kentucky
HARRODSBURG. Ky. (AP) — Kentucky State Police are
investigating human remains found along side the Martha Layne
Collins Bluegrass Parkway in central Kentucky on Wednesday.
Troopers said the skeletal remains were found at mile marker 54
at about 11:24 a m. by a hunter scouting for deer. The remains were
at the bottom of a hillside just off the westbound lanes.
State forensic anthropologist Dr. Emily Craig was called to the
site to recover the bones.
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RUNNING SPRINGS, Calif.
Mrs. Marellee Terry Wells, 86, Temple, Texas, formerly of (AP) - Forty hours after he
Murray, died Wednesday, June 6, 2007, at Scott and White arrived in the San Bernardino
Memorial Hospital,'temple.
National Forest, firefighter Peter
Retired from General Motors, Livonia, Mich., she was a former Stanton stepped carefully over a
member of Allen Park Church of Christ and Glendale Road Church sleeping colleague and wonof Christ, Murray. She was presently a member of North Side
dered what his next assignment
Church of Christ, Temple.
was going to be.
Preceding her in death were her husband, Euel Radford Wells,
"We've been going nonstop. I
one daughter, Glenda Fay Wells, and three brothers, James Martin kind of hope they're going to
Terry, Marvin Terry and Donald Dean Terry. Born July 30, 1920, in send us to sleep, but I'm pretty
Murray, she was the daughter of the late Thomas Terry and Gracie sure we're going back out," he
Phelps Terry.
said.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Brenda Kay Risinger and
Fire crews, tankers and helihusband, Daniel, Temple; two grandchildren, Christopher Rodney copters poured in to Southern
George and wife, Maria, Dallas, Texas, and Laura Tucker and hus- California on Wednesday, bringband, Alan, Austin, Texas; one great-grandson, Matthew George, ing welcome relief to firefightDallas. A graveside service was today at 10 a.m, at the Murray ers exhausted by as many as four
Memorial Gardens. John Dale officiated. J.H. Churchill Funeral straight days of fighting unusuHome was in charge of arrangements.
ally ferocious blazes that were
scattered across a huge swath of
Mrs. Wanda Burks Whitaker Fatty
Southern California.
A graveside service for Mrs. Wanda Burks Whitaker Fetty will be
From mountainside resorts to
Friday at 2 p.m. at Woodlawn Memorial Gardens, Paducah. Rev. the shores of Malibu to the
Ronny Hopkins and Rev. Wayne Carter will officiate. Jones Funeral Mexican border, about 15 blazes
Home of Kevil is in chaite of arrangements, but no visitation is destroyed at least 1,500 homes
scheduled.
and threatened tens of thousands
Expressions of sympathy may be made to the McCracken County of others.
condo42002.
Online
KY
212,
Box
Paducah,
Humane Society, P.O.
Stanton and his colleagues
lences may be sent to www.jones1908.com.
fought to save homes near the
Mrs. Fetty, 75, Paducah, died Monday, Oct. 22, 2007, at 2:45 mountain resort area of Lake
p.m. at Parkview Nursing and Rehabilitation Center, Paducah.
Arrowhead, and at times fought
Preceding her in death were her first husband, Howard (Butch) to stay clearheaded as they
Whitaker; her second husband, Jack Fetty; two brothers, Allen dragged hoses and drove fire
Young Burks and Paul Layne Burks; and her parents, Amos and engines into infernos.
Jessie Allen Burks of Almo.
"We are hearing about people
She was a member of Southland Baptist Temple and a former getting tired," federal Homeland
daughone
include
Survivors
Club.
Paducah
Garden
member of the
Security Secretary Michael
ter, Robin Whitaker Carman, Reidland; one son, Michael Whitaker, Chertoff told reporters in San
Ledbetter; two sisters, Bobby Chrysler, Benton, and Dortha Diego, site of some of the worst
Copeland, Tucson, Ariz.; five grandchildren; four great-grandchil- fires. He added he had spoken
dren.

with other authorities about -the
need to rotate firefighters out,"
giving them time to rest.
"One of the big hazards is
exhaustion, which leads to
impaired judgment," Chertoff
said.
In some cases, however, the
tired were relieving the tired lit
northern Los Angeles Count,
some of the fire crews that
,.
all but contained a 38,000.ail
wildfire near Santa'Clarita were
being dispatched to the Lake
Arrowhead area.
"We have no idea how long
we'll be gone for," said firefighter Al Taylor of the state
Department of Forestry. "We
just show up and try and have a
good time."
He and his colleagues
planned to catch some sleep on
the ride to their next assignment,
a little more than 100 miles
away. Firefighters are used to
working to the point of exhaustion, Calipatria fire Chief Chris
Hall said. He worked 35 hours
straight on the Lake Arrowhead
fires, got a few hours rest and
then was back on the lines, helping mop up hot spots on a narrow street in Running Springs.
The firefighters take pride in
the homes they've been able to
save since the blazes began
breaking out one after another.
beginning Sunday. Some said
they are frustrated that there
haven't been more people and

Mrs. Sharon Mn Haack
A memorial service for Mrs. Sharon Ann Haack will be Friday at
I p.m. in the chapel of Collier Funeral Home, Benton. Steve Reed
and Ernest Cox will officiate. Visitation will be at the funeral home
from 11 a.m. to I p.m. Friday.
Mrs. Haack,65, Westwood Avenue, Symsonia, died Sunday, Oct.
21, 2007, at 6:26 a.m. at Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
A graduate of the former South Marshall High School, Hardin,
she was a former employee of Triangle Insulation. She was the
daughter of the late James Treas and Sina Wilmatene Smith Treas.
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Deadrea Haack Bearden,
Amanda, Ohio, and Mrs. Darlene Haack Irvine, Symsonia; one son,
Dwayne Haack, Amanda; one sister, Mrs. Sandra Ray,
Murfreesboro, Tenn.; seven grandchildren; seven great-grandchildren.

Mrs. Minnie Opal Crutcher
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Four shot at middle school
football game in Michigan
innocent bystanders walking
from the game.
No arrests had been made,
but police had one person in
custody being questioned as a
"person of interest," Vanderhaar
said.
The injured teenagers were
not students at South Middle
School, where the shootings
took place about 5:15 p.m. The
other victims were an adult male
and an adult female, Vanderhaar
said. He declined to provide
more details.
About 1(X) people were
attending the game when the
shooting erupted a short distance from the school's football
field, where the team was playing Central Middle School,
Vanderhaar said.

equipment to help in the fight.
"We've just been really, really short on resources," said
Stanton, who arrived in the Lake
Arrowhead area Monday with a
team of 20 firefighters from
Imperial County, east of San
Diego. A two-pronged fire there
Bernardino
San
the
in
Mountains has destroyed more
than 300 homes so far. Stanton
told of his crew having to aban-
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Wondering what _
to do with
your money?
Consider the Enhancer.
Woodmen of the Worlds's Modified Endowment
Universal Life Insurance certificate, the Enhancer, may
help you protect your assests as well as your familis security.
• Your cash value may accumulate
foster than in a CD
•Your gain is tax-deferred until received
•The death benefit paid to your beneficiary avoids
probate and is federal income tax-free
Barry Newsome
Sheila Crouse
Field Representative Field Representative
270-753-3422
270-753-4741
skcrouse@woocimen.com benewserne@woodmen.com

Investments Since 1854
Dow Jones Ind. Avg. -13642.25 - 33.0
94.78- .86
Air Products
AT&T,Inc.,._...,..,,,,_41.33..22
.36.01 - .06
BB&T .
22.71 + .03
Briggs & Stratton
28.75 + .33
Bristol Myers Squibb
74.83 •.%
Caterpillar
89.98 + .08
Chevron Texaco Corp
110.18 + 3.87
Daimler Chrysler
26.23 + .02
Dean Foods
91.70 - .43
Exxon-Mobil...............
833 - .06
Ford Motor
40.03 • .1.0
General Electric
38.47 - .21
General Motors
GlaxoSmithEline ADR 30.65 - .66
70.21 + .67
Goodrich
27.21 -.26
Good)ear
14.28 B 14.74 A
HopFed Bank'
112.78..17
I B NI

25.96 •.03
Intel
28 CS • .06
Kroger20 83 • 07
Mattel
- .02
McDonalds
.......56.63 + A3
Merck
.31.67 + .39
Microsoft 54.59- .13
J.C. Penney._
71.82 + .02
Pepsico, Inc..
Pfizer, Inc.,,,.,,,,,..,,..,,,,24,08+.l0
+ .10
Regions Financial .....
.29.81 • .12
Schering-Plough
134.27' 1.12
Sears Holding Corp
• _32
Time Warner ....._......
3131 + .05
US Bancorp
53.84 + 2.10
UST
78.01 • .33
WellPoint Inc
43.64 • .23
Wal-Mart

HILLIARD LYONS
Financial Consultants(L-R):
Ron Arant I Heath Scott
Court Square I Murray, KY 42071
270-753-3366 I 800-444-1854
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Woodmen of the World Lrfe Insurance Sooe,
Horne Office Omaha. Nebraska
www woodmenorg
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don one small neighborhood in
Running Springs when it
became obvious that flames
were going to overwhelm them.
Hours later, tired and in an
almost dreamlike state, he
described the scene:
"It was dark, the sky was
glowing, the winds were blowing fiercely, and the longer we
stayed the smokier we got," he
said.

817 COLD WATER ROAD • MURRAY, KY
(270)762-0441 • (270)762-0442 • (270)762-0443

1/2 price (30 min. eeetsion)

The funeral for Mrs. Minnie Opal Crutcher was Wednesday at 11
a.m, in the chapel of Shelton-Hunt Funeral Home, Humboldt, Tenn.
Dr. Greg McFadden officiated. Burial was in the Rose Hill
Cemetery.
Mrs. Crutcher, 82, Humbolt, died Sunday. Oct. 21, 2007, at her
home. Her husband, John R. Crutcher, preceded her in death. She
was co-owner of Crutcher Jewelry Store.
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Angelia Hammonds and
Mrs. Starlet Kolwyck, both of Humboldt; two sons, Richie Crutcher,
Dallas, Texas, and Dan Crutcher, Humboldt; two sisters, Mrs. Velma
Judd l Crutcher and Mrs. Ann McQuade, both of Murray, Ky.; three
brothers, Gilbert Outland, Chicago, Ill., and Henry Russell Outland
and Sam Outland, both of Murray; 10 grandchildren.

SAGINAW, Mich. (AP) Gunfire erupted during halftime
at a middle school football game
afternoon,
Wednesday
on
wounding two teenagers and
two adults, police said.
A I6-year-old boy was shot
in the neck, Detective Sgt. Brent
Vanderhaar said. The three others were treated and released,
some after being grazed by bullets.
Police late Wednesday were
questioning one person whom
Vanderhaar described as a "person of interest." The investigator would not say whether the
person had been arrested and
gave no other details.
Vanderhaar would not say
whether the boy had been targeted by the shooter, but did say the
other victims apparently were

Ralloweern
Ipetialc

Al

Members of the Tulare County Strike Team take a break in
Live Oak Canyon in eastern Orange County, Calif.,
Wednesday.
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/4/EW '07 Tundra
Double Cab 4x4 SR5
Stock #482561
5.7 Liter • V8 • Aluminum Wheels
Off Road Pkg. • Bedliner All Power
Fog Lights • Sharp!
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NEW '07 Crew Max SR5 4x2
Stock #468867 5 7 liter • V8 • Loaded • Bedliner • All

Power

MSRP $33,114
Dealer Discount - 2,222
Factory Rebate - 3,000

SALE PRICE

27,892

Phis tax MSRP S34 762 Selling Price
'position fee and hst months payment with no security deposit
TOyOta Financial Services niter ends Ocloher 31 2007

Hwy. 641 South • Murray
(270) 753-4961 • Fax (270) 759-9918
website - toyotaofmurray.com
Showroom Hrs: 8 a.m. - 7 p.m. Mon.-Fn.
8 a.m.- 5 p.m. Sat.
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MODE Tao EASY

First off, a congratulatory note (no pun intended) is more than warranted for both Calloway
County High School and Murray High School
bands. Both finished second in the state of Kentucky in their respective classifications in the Kentucky Music Educators Association state marching
band competition over the past weekend.
Both bands advanced to the finals at the University of Louisville's Papa John's Cardinal Stadium after finishing in the top four during the
semifinals earlier in the day.
The Tiger Band finished as runners-up in Class
AA to winner Muhlenberg North. The Laker Band
was second behind Madisonville-North Hopkins.
Members of both schools' bands put in a
tremendous amount of work throughout the year
to reach such accomplishments, similar to efforts
put forth by high school athletes. However, they
rarely get the same recognition.
The consistent success seen in both MHS and
CCHS music programs is a testament to their
directors, school administrators, boosters and parents, as well as the members themselves.
Congratulations!
But we would be remiss to not mention the
assistance offered while both bands were returning
home Sunday. After Calloway's equipment bus
began experiencing problems on the road, boosters
with Murray's band stopped to help.
A little while later, the same thing happened
and the Murray group helped load Calloway's
band equipment into their truck to bring the items
back home and made sure the equipment bus was
safely towed.
A lot has been made in recent years about disputes between the two school systems, but this is
• positive sign of community support in times of
trouble that is a signature of Murray and ('alloway County.

LETTERS POLICY
✓ Letters may be sent to P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY
42071, faxed to 270-753-1927, or et-mailed to
editor<RomurTayledger.com.
V Letters mailed or faxed must be signed and have
address and phone number for verification purposes. Emailed letters must have address and phone number.
V No letters will be printed anonymously.
✓ Letters should not exceed 300 words and must be
typed or legible.
✓ The Murray Ledger & Times reserves the right to edit
or reeect any letter on the basis of length, style, spelling,
grammar, libel, good taste and frequent contributors to
the Forum page.
✓ Letters of a "thank you" nature that single out sponsors, businesses or individuals by name, except those
directed toward the community as a whole, will not be
accepted.
✓ Letters only represent the viewpoint and opinions of
the writer and not necessarily of the Ledger & Times
staff.
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Court stops welfare recipient drug testing
I have disappointing news to report
in our ongoing battle to bring personal
responsibility and accountability to the
state welfare program.
Many of you
have contacted me
to express rightful
indignation over the
fact that while hardworking, stand-up
citizens everywhere
are subjected to
drug testing in the
workplace, welfare
Legislative recipients are getting
a free pass.
Update
I share your ‘onBy Rep. Melvin
cems. and so I had
Henley
legislation drafted to
R-Murray
require participation
in a drug-testing
program as a condition of eligibility to

receive taxpayer-funded welfare benefits.
Recipients who tested positive for drugs
would immediately be kicked out of
the program.
Unfortunately, in the course of
researching that legislation. I have
encountered a constitutional roadblock.
In passing a recent welfare reform
bill, the U.S. Congress allowed for
drug-testing welfare recipients. In the
wake of that measure. Michigan became
the first and only state to implement a
drug-testing program for its welfare
recipients.
Unfortunately, the program was challenged in federal court. The U.S. Court
of Appeals for the Sixth Circuit, which
oversees Kentucky, ruled that such testing regimens amount to an unconstitutional search-and-seizure.
Because that caselaw applies to Kentucky -- at least for the time being —
I do not intend to file the legislation

that I've had drafted. Despite my belief
in the rightness of this measure, I cannot approve of using our limited legislative time and scarce taxpayer
resources to push a bill that will certainly be tied up and overturned in
court.
In my opinion, this action by the
Sixth Circuit is just another example of
an activist, unelected court enacting legislation by judicial fiat, disregarding the
popular will of the people.
With the newly conservative makeup
of the US Supreme Court, it is possible — we can hope — that the Michigan case will be appealed and eventually overturned.
Until then, -I want the people of
Calloway and Trigg counties to know
that I'm doing my best, within the constraints of current law, to see that their
will is done on this important issue.

Sex abuse is everyone's problem
By RON FOURNIER
Associated Press Writer
\It c don't trust politicians.
Never did. We've come, to
expect lawyers to be sketchy,
sports stars to be juiced, and
some cops to be on the
take. But teachers?
The last thing we need to
hear is that educators have
gone the sad, scandalous
way of Roman Catholic
priests ---- once-upon-a-time
untouchables now slimed by
the misdeeds of a few bad
actors.
But it's true. Sexual misconduct by teachers is a
chronic problem in American
schools. So what are you
going to do about it?
Even in this age of cynicism and apathy, the facts
are too harrowing to ignore:
-- More than 2.500 U.S.
educators were punished for
sexual misconduct from
2001-05. according to a
nationwide investigation by
The Associated Press.
The victim was a
young person (students.
unidentified youths, family
members, neighbors, etc.) in
at least IA(11) of the cases.
— Hundreds of the cases
involved "mobile molesters,"
teachers caught abusing in
one school and allowed to
quietly move to another and
prey on more children.
A lowlife like Gary C.
Lindsey needs your attention.
and so do the authorities
who enabled him. He was
fired from his first teaching
lob in Iowa after admitting
that he had touched a fifth grader's breast dunng recess.
"I guess," Lindsey confessed to his boss, "it was
lust lust of the flesh."
But it wasn't the end of
his career.
Lindsey taught another 30
years. piling up accusations
from students and parents

and reprimands from pnncipals that were filed away
and ultimately ignored until
1994, when accusations from
three girls forced his early
retirement.
Even then, he kept his
teaching license until 2004,
when the parents of one of
the girls, lennah Bramow,
petitioned the state.
Bramow, now 20. said she
felt compelled to speak out
on behalf of Lindsey's other
victims — girls she grew up
with and who suffered
greater abuse.
"I want somebody to
know about it. I want everybody to know," she told The
AP. "I don't want people to
feel sorry for me. I just
want people to know what
goes on behind your back.
you know?"
Now that we know the
depths of this national disgrace (or can no longer
claim not to know), it's time
to act.
Nearly three decades ago,
after a I3-year-old California
girl was killed by a habitual
drunk dnver, her mother
formed an organization to
lobby lawmakers, harangue
judges and shame offenders.
Mothers Against Drunk Driving swiftly changed the
nation's perceptions about
alcohol consumption and
driving, saving countless
lives.
Student sex abuse must be
attacked with the same grass
roots fervor. Don't just shake
your head in disgust —
force your leaders to lead
Congress should pass a
bill proposed by Rep. Adam
Putnam. R-Fla., to create a
national registry of convicted
offenders. President Bush
should sign it.
School distncts should
check teacher fingerpnnts
against the FBI database,

rather than just their own
states' records.
Veteran teachers should be
subjected to background
checks, rather than just new
hires.
Victims of child sex
abuse, who often don't
acknowledge what happened
for years, should get more
time to bring civil claims.
Punishment for teachers
having sex with children
should be tough and nationally consistent.
Teachers should be trained
on how to respond to allegations raised by children, and
how to avoid inappropriate
behavior themselves.
Students should be taught
what constitutes inappropnate
touching, and what to do
about it.
Outrage should not lead
to overreaction. It's important
to keep in mind that abusers
like Lindsey are a tiny fraction of the 3 million public
pnmary school teachers.
"But one is one too
many," said Antonia Cortese,
executive vice president of
the Amencan Federation of
Teachers. She said teachers
need to be vigilant about the
activities of their colleagues
— to a point.
"We're not FBI agents,"
the labor leader said. "We're
in class teaching. But if a
child comes up to you and
makes an allegation about
one of your colleagues, certainly you have an obligation
not to sit on those, but to
bnng them up to the authorities."
Sadly, many people will
not bat an eye at the AP's
finding — not because
they're heartless, but because
they're jaded. If there is one
thing the public has learned
in recent years it's that
Amencan institutions — and
the people who lead them —

are often not worthy of the
people's trust.
The sex abuse crisis in
the Catholic church, corporate crime, a war fought
over false rationale, the fatally inept response to Hurricane Katrina, steroid use in
sports — the list of faithshaking events goes on and
on.
Robert Putnam, a sociologist and public policy professor at Harvard University,
said he fears the teacher
abuse revelations will further
erode the public's trust in
schools, teachers and one
another.
"This both reflects and
contributes to more cynicism
in a society that is getting
less trusting every day," he
said.
Rather than point fingers,
let's fix the problem.
Nobody can escape blame if
predators like Lindsey are
allowed to prey on our children.
Not teachers who turn a
blind eye on a suspicious
colleague.
Not pnncipals and superintendents who quietly cut
deals to avoid lawsuits or
embarrassment.
Not unions who reflexively defend the indefensible.
Not politicians who failed
to impose tough punishments
or track predators for fear of
insulting a respected and
powerful profession.
Not even the most loving
parent who fails to talk to
their children about such an
uncomfortable topic.
And certainly not you —
or any of us — if we let
the AP stories be the last
word.
Ron Fournier corers politics and national affairs from
Washington.

up for special course
Murray Calloway County Need Lime
and Calloway County Adult Family Edecation are teaming up to start a new dam
at Need Line. This will be tor those who
need to brush up your bask skills to get
a better job, help your children or grimedchildren with their homework, get your
CE!), or go back to school.
Adult Education will be from 10 a.m.
to noon on Tuesday and Thursday beginning Nov. I. Those planning to attend are
Jo's
to call Need Line at 753-6333 or
Datebook asked
By Jo Burkeen visit the office building at 638 South Fourth
St., Murray.
Community
Editor

Heritage Ball Saturday

. The Heritage Ball, sponsored by Murray Woman's Club,
will be Saturday from 7 to 11 p.m. in the Curris Center ballroom at Murray State University. Music will be by Grumpy
Old Men.

Red Cross Blood Drive today
Calloway County Chapter of American Red Cross is having
a blood drive today until 2 at PuImo Dose Pharmacy, US 641
N and Max Hurt Drive.

Christmas bazaar on Saturday
The annual Chnstmas Bazaar by the Creative Arts Department of the Murray Woman's Club will be Saturday from 8
a.m. to I p.m. at the club house, 704 Vine St. Tickets for a
custom made potting bench be given away are available.

Halloween event Saturday at Oaks
Oaks Country Club will have a Halloween Party/Dance Saturday from 6:30 to 11:30 p.m. at the club. Non members are
welcome to attend at cost of $12.50 per person. Featured will
be Di., snacks and Costume Contest.

Soccer banquet planned Monday
The Murray High School Girls and Boys Varsity Soccer
Banquet will be Monday at the Murray State University Curris Center. Advanced tickets at $14 are required prior to the
banquet. They can be purchased at the MHS office or from
any soccer booster representatives who are Gaye Wellinghurst,
Deana Wright and Lori Crouch for the girls and Brenda Hines,
Margo Bokeno and Pam Ward for the boys. Tickets will not
be sold at the door and mist be purchased by today.

Federal employees will meet
Kentucky Lake Chapter of Active and Federal Employees
will meet Friday at 11 a.m. at Holmes Restaurant on Ky. 121
North, Murray. The guest speaker will be Sen. Kenneth Winters. All active and retired federal employees are urged to
attend.

Cake Decorating Class planned
of
know
the conat their
ssue

4-H Cake Decorating Class No. 1 will meet Saturday from
9 a.m, to noon at the Ellis Community Center. For more information or to register call 293-6959.

Safety seminar on Friday
A free Halloween Safety Seminary will be Friday at 4:15
p.m. at A-Plus Karate, 605E, South 12th St. , Murray. For
more information call 761 -KICK.

Glory Bound Entertainment Friday
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Glory Bound 'Christian Entertainment Ministry will be Friday from 7 to 9 p.m. in the fellowship hall of Goshen United Methodist Church, 4726 Ky. 121 North at Stella. Featured
will be The Grants and Savannah Smith. There is no admission charge, but items for Need Line will be accepted. For
more information call Joe Lawrence at 753-5643, Renee Taylor at 753-8124 or Patrick Lea at 761-2666 or e-mail glorybound@hotmail.com.

GREG TRAVIS/Ledger & Times.
TIGER BANK OPENING: A ribbon cutting was held recently for the Murray High School Tiger Bank. The mission of The Tiger
Bank is "to educate students on how a bank operates and how to provide loans and deposit services to the student body and
other clubs. Although The Tiger Bank is not created for the purpose of making a large profit, it should be operated with the goat
of realizing at least a small annual net gain," it was reported. Opening remarks were offered by: Amy McDowell, MHS advisor:'
Abby Dowdy, MHS student president; and Melissa Finklea, Murray Bank marketing director. Pictured above, a ribbon is cut for
the student bank.

Watson named Rotary
Kelsey Watson, a senior at ers of America
where she
Calloway County High School, served as chapter secretary, and
has been named at the Rotary this year as president. In May,
Student of the Month. Her par- Watson was elected as Purents are Dave and Lesa Wat- chase Region FFA president.
son of Kirksey.
the first regional president from
She is currently on track to Calloway County High School
graduate as a class valedicto- in over 15 years. She has won
rian with career majors in Pro- a state championship in both
duction Agriculture and Horti- sheep impromptu speaking and
culture. She has received Out- sheep production entrepreneurstanding Student awards in ship.
Global Issues, Accelerated
This year, she received a
Algebra 1, Accelerated Alge- National FFA Gold Award for
bra II, Honors English 11. Hon- her supervised agricultural
ors English III, Spanish 11, experience, which consists of
Integrated Science A, Honors a registered breeding sheep and
Chemistry, Farm Management, show stock operation, dark-fired
and Agriscience Technology.
tobacco, hay, and Great PyreWatson has been inducted nees livestock guardian dogs.
into the National Honor Roll Watson was also selected as
and Who's Who Among Amer- one of only two elected nationican High School Students all al convention voting delegates
four years of high school. She from Kentucky, and will serve
has 'also received nominations as a representative for over
for the National Achievement 15,000 Kentucky FFA memAcademy in English. Math and bers when passing club legisScience.
•
lation and organizing new
This year's senior class nom- events at National FFA A Coninated Watson as a candidate vention in Indianapolis, Ind.,
for Best Personality, Most Stu- this week.
dious, Most Involved, Most
Watson is also heavily
Talented; and Most Depend- involved in 4-H. She was electable and elected her as Most ed as a state delegate to the
Likely to Succeed. She was cho- National 4-H Congress and has
sen as a nominee for Most received her bronze and silver
Outstanding Senior and Best honor. This year she will be
All-Around by the faculty of receiving her gold honor for
CCHS and was a Football creating, designing, and organHomecoming Court Candidate izing a community service projfor the Beta Club.
ect that provided over 350 CalWatson is involved in many loway County migrant workextracumcular activities. She ers and agricultural producers
is very active in Future Farm- with farm accident prevention

Need Line receives
$5,000 donation from

Reformers Unanimous to meet
Reformers Unanimous, a Christ-centered addictions program,
meets each Friday from 7 to 9 p.m. at Eastwood Baptist
Church. For information or for a ride call 753-1834.

Shriners sponsor Bingo
Murray Shriners sponsor Bingo each Friday starting at 6:30
p.m. at the Shrine Club facility, Ky. 121 North, Murray. Proceeds help support many local and shrine charitable activities.

U.S. Smokeless Tobacco
Company has donated $5,000
to the Murray Calloway County Need Line, a non-profit social
service agency providing referrals as well as short-term emergency assistance for families
and individuals in crisis.
The donation will support the
emergency aid and Christmas
food basket program
Danny Kingins, a local representative of the company,
presented the check to Tonia
Casey, executive director of
Need Line.
"The donation makes it pos-

Project Graduation plans promotion
Calloway County High School 2008 Project Graduation will
have rebate day from 5 p.m. to close today at Nick's, but tell
the cashier to put your receipt in box for CCHS Project Graduation.

MHS Baseball Team plans promotion
Murray High School Baseball Team will have a rebate day
for both lunch and dinner today at Sirloin Stockade. Customers
are asked to tell the cashier they are there for the team.

Orchestra concert tonight
Murray State University Symphony Orchestra will present
first concert of the fall season tonight at 8 at the Lovett
Auditonum. Admission is free and the public is invited.

its

Flu clinics are scheduled
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Kelsey Watson
information in both Spanish
and English.
Watson was a recipient of
the Joe Geurin 4-1-1 Leadership Award for exemplary leadership abilities. Last TOL, she
was chosen to participate in a
week-long livestock judging
contest based on her outstanding performance at the 4-H State
livestock Judging Contest. She
was chosen as a top-four Gold
Team member and traveled the
Eastern United States representing Kentucky in four national competitions and the prestigious North American International Livestock Judging
Contest. She received the Commissioner's Award at this year's
Kentucky Junior Livestock

Expo East for outstanding performance in sheep showmanship and exhibition, livestock
evaluation,
and
livestock
knowledge tests.
In addition to Watson's
involvement in FFA and 4-H,
she is also an active member
of Beta Club. She served as .
treasurer her junior year and.,
is currently serving as secretary. She is also active in World
Language Club, Future Educators of America, Pep Club._
Kentucky Club Lamb Association, Kentucky Sheep and
Wool Producers Association,
Kentucky Women in Agricul.,
ture, and the National Polypay Junior Association.
Watson was selected as Ken-'
tucky Farm Bureau Region 1
Most Outstanding Youth Female:
in 2006, and will compete this .
weekend to defend- that title.
She also won a national essay
contest to win a registered ,
Peipipay starter flock, to diver—
sify her sheep operation.
Over fall break. Watson
attended the 100 Best Communities Conference as a youth
representative for Murray and
has served as a student voice
for the 100 Best Communities
application for the past two
years. She and her family attend
Spring Creek Baptist Church.
Watson plans to attend Murray State University and focus
in Agribusiness Economics,
International Affairs and Spanish. After graduation, Watson
plans to attend law school.

Flu clinics for shots will be today until 4 at Glendale
Road Church of Christ. The Kids' Shot Day will be Tuesday
from 7:30 a.m. to 7 p.m. at the Calloway County Health Center, located at Olive and North Seventh Streets, Murray.

Legion Post meeting tonight
Amencan Legion Post (73 will meet tonight at 7. in the
new Legion Hall, located at 310 Bee Creek, just north of
Schwan's Ice Cream off of North Fourth St. All members and
veterans are encouraged to attend. For more information call
Post Commander Duane Brown at 227-7939 or 753-8985.

Compassionate Friends will meet

TOPS to meet today
Thursday TOPS (take off pounds sensibly) Chapter #469
will meet today at 515 in the annex of Calloway Public
Library. The meeting is open to the public. For information
call Stephanie Cunningham at 753-7129 or 210-4173.

Laura Wontor
Daniel bland
December i5, 200-

[noepenaent contractors

COBRA/Alternative
Self-Employed

Megllan Kin:s6e
Patrick Clark

Small Businesses

December 29, 2007

Robert BillIngton Jr.
270-7534751
robertir@ttemwrarnsuranceateo,
Retail Costumes 40% off
Rental Costumes 10% off
Hours thru October 31st
Monday Friday, I am 8pm
Saturday. 11 am Rpm

Halee Waft ey
Natkan Musser
December 15, 2007

Dependents and Students

Solutions with chores are easy, lust call

Compassionate Friends Support Group will meet tonight at
7:30 in the private dining room at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. For more information contact Chaplain Kerry Lambert at 762-1274 or Hilda Bennett at 1-731-498-8324.

bridal
Registri9
Rebecca Williams &
Clint Stewart
October 2007

Photo provided

SPECIAL SPEAKER: Jennifer Lynn, a member of Hope
Harbor Church, recently presented the program on "The
Sufficiency of God in the Life of the Single Person" at a meeting of New Beginnings held at Westside Baptist Church. The
next meeting will be Saturday, Nov. 3, at 6:30 p.m. at
Westside with Jerry, Rita and Aaron Burkeen presenting special music along with other program material presented by
Ron and Linda Wright. The public is invited to attend these
support groups which have the interests of the formerly ifiCar
cerated at heart. For more information call 753-0156.

sible for our agency to provide better services to our
clients," said Casey.
Kingins said "As a good
corporate citizen, U.S. Tobacco is proud to lend a hand to
organizations providing assistance to individuals that are
less fortunate or have fallen
upon short-term financial difficulties.41 U. U
IN IIII

Erin Yates &
Andrew McClure
May 2008
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Dierks Bentley brings concert to Murray's RSEC
Country music star Dierks
Bentley bnngs his Bud Light
Wide
sponsored "Throttle
Open- tour to Murray State University's Regional Special
Events Center Nov IS at 8
p.m. Bentley, a multi-platinum
singer/songwriter, will perform
following special guest Jack
Ingram
Bentley Is known as the hardest working guy in country
music During the last four years

he has had the tour schedule
to prove it Now he has returned
with a high-energy lour -month
arena tour that still holds the
main objective of connecting
with the tans
"Our show Is all about making a real connection with our
tans every night. riot through
high-del video screens or pyro
or some crazy light show, but
through the music and Inlet
action, both verbal and phys-

Man,- and the number-one sinwill,- explains Bentley. "I like with songs "Come a Little
"Wherever You Are."
gle
Slowa
for
-Settle
to leave the door open for Closer,"
to Mediabase, he is
According
spontaneous moments every down- and "Every Mile a Memmost-played new artist of
the
inducted
also
was
He
ory.results
that
night and sometimes
2(X)6.
in me leaving the stage to sing into the Grand Ole Opry and
The name of the tour,'lhrotto the folks in the nosebleeds, is its youngest current memWide Open," comes from
tle
ber.
stage
on
up
or pulling a girl
in one of Bentley's songs
line
a
open
will
who
Ingram,
Jack
to dance. you never know...but
and
the show, has four consecutive ("Can't Live it Down"),
we always connect."
it perfectly describes
said
he
"Love
iqirluding
singles
hit
Horizon
a
Bentley won
the energy and force behind
Award from the Country Music You," his rendition of "Lips
the trek.
Association and has frequent- of an Angel," "Measure of a
charts
country
ed the top of

44/
re,,Alif"
dli
d

Miller makes MSU ensemble
Murray State University has
announced that Bryce Miller
from Princeton has been selected by blind audition for placement in the musii department's
internationally acclaimed Symphonic Wind Ensemble. This
ensemble has gained worldwide recognition over the years
through special invitational performances in Carnegie Hall.
the College Band Directors
National Association Convention, and at the International
Wind Band Symposium it Man-

chester, England. It has recently received an invitation to
perform at the famed Kennedy
Center in Washington. D.C., in
April of 2()09.
The ensemble has released
a CD featuring selections from
the England tour, and this past
fall, released a two-CD set featuring live performances from
their 2005 Carnegie Hall performance and their 2006 performance at the College Band
Director's National Association
Conference held at Vanderbilt

University in Nashville, Tenn.
Over 120 students auditioned
for the 47 positions in the
ensemble. According to Dennis L. Johnson, director of bands
and conductor of the wind
ensemble, this year's auditions
were the most competitive ever.
"Bryce Miller should be congratulated on his musical
accomplishments — it's a distinct honor to be in this ensemble." Johnson said.
The first performance by the
ensemble was Oct. 16.

KS

UNLIMITED

I

Murray/Calloway County Chapter
of Ducks Unlimited
Invites everyone to celebrate the

11 picked for wind ensemble
tion, and at the International
Wind Band Symposium in Manchester. England. It has recently received an invitation to
perform at the famed Kennedy
Center in Washington, D.C.. in
April of 2009.
The ensemble has released
a CD featuring selections from
the England tour, and this past
fall, released a two-CD set featuring live performances from
their 2005 Carnegie Hall performance and their 2006 perfornuince at the College Band
Dtrectee's National Association
through special invitational parConference held at Vanderbilt
t orrnath es in Carnegie Hall,
the College Hand Directors University in Nashville, Tenn.
Over 120 students auditioned
National ASSIN. Ninon Conven-

Murray State University has
announced that Tim Hutchens,
Jessica Darnell, Stacey Ratterman, James-Kyle Damron,
Kathryn Stalls, Ryan Redmon,
Samantha Stanley, Meagan Hall,
Rachel Tarry, Cassie FischerFlahert and Nikki Piercall, all
from Murray. have been selected by blind audition for placement in the music department's
internationally acclaimed Symphonic Wind Ensemble. This
ensemble has gained worldwide recognition over the years

for the 47 positions in the
ensemble. According to Dennis L. Johnson, director of bands
and conductor of the wind
ensemble, this year's auditions
were the most competitive ever.
"Tim Hutchens. Jessica Darnell. Stacey Rotterman ,JamesKyle Damron, Kathryn Stalls,
Ryan Redmon, Samantha Stanley. Meagan Hall, Rachel Tarry,
Cassie Fischer- Flahert and
Nikki Piercall should be congratulated on their musical
aGeomplishments - it's a distinct honor to be in this ensem..
ble." Johnson said.
The first performance by the
ensemble was (kt. 16.
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Saturday, Oct. 27, 2007
Loads of 70th Anniversary Collectables Available
Including the 70th Anniversary Browning Silver Shotgun.
70th Anniversary Knife, Print, Decoys, and Sculptures.

Friday
their la
As
Road
make i

Other hunting items including guns, knives, hunting sear, knick-knacks,
Avery Products, lifiijo Ducks, prints, collectables, bnit,children's
Greenwing items available by raffle. prize drawings. silent (turbot!.
and a special Jimmy Tate live auction.

Doors open at 5:00 p.m.
Dinner at 6:30 by Backwoods BBQ

Bluegrass competition returns to Murray
attracted entrants from Tennessee, Indiana and Kentucky.
The event will prove for a
very exciting weekend of bluegrass music performed by talented musicians with an age
range of under I() to over 70
years old.
The Western Kentucky Fiddle Festival kicks off Friday.
Nov. 9 at 6 p.m. and will Tun
to 9 p.m. On Saturday. Nov.
10, the competitions will begin
at 9:30 a.m. and will finish
with the Fiddle Off Finals at
4:45 p.m. Times are subject
to change.

ige I
Tver
o

70th Anniversary
of Ducks Unlimited

Ei40
Bluegrass musicians will
return to the stage at Lovett
Auditonum for the 2nd Annual Western Kentucky Fiddle Festival in Murray on Nov. 9-10.
After a very successful first
year. the Western Kentucky
Fiddle Festival is returning to
Murray with. 14 distinct events
and over $6.000 in prize money.
From bluegrass bands and old
time singing to clog dancing
and pee wee fiddler. the festival covers all desired bluegrass and old time music categories.
'The competition has already

'I really thought that if there
were three words that summed
up this tour — all the energy
— they were 'Throttle Widf
Open', " said Bentley.
Tickets are on sale now and
may be purchased at the RSEt
Box Office. all Ticketmast0s,
online
outlets,
ticketmastercom or through the'
Ticketmaster phone center
'•'
1-877-894-4474.

The entry fee for those interested in competing is $10 per
event. For people wishing to
0
0
!
spend a weekend listening to
great bluegrass and old time
music, the admission fee is $4
for adults ($6 for both days),
$3 for students and free for
cbildren under 12.
For more information about
the festival including the schedule of events and the rules and
restrictions, please contact the
Murray Convention and Visitors Bureau at (270) 759-2199
or visit the Web site www.tourmurray.cont.

Dinner & DU Membership: $35.00
Spouses: $10.00
Call Pam 753-8964 for Reservations

i

Knights of Columbus Hall
322 Squire Rd.• Murray, KY
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SECTION B

PREP FOOTBALL PREVIEW:
MURRAY AT
FRANKLIN Rom ACADEMY

Tigers close out
regular season on road

A Smashing Start

tow and
e RSEg;
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High the
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KYSER LOUGH / Ledger & Times
Tiger receiver John Therrell hauls in a catch in Murray's 54-6 victory
over Ballard Memorial earlier this season.

MHS TRAVELS TO NASHVILLE;
WILL TRAVEL TO TRIGG COUNTY
FOR 1ST ROUND OF PLAYOFFS
By TOMMY DULLARD
Sports Writer
When coaches talk about peaking
at the right time, they might want to
use Murray's 2007 football season as
a working illustration.
After starting the season on a
four-game losing streak, the Tigers
dispatched district foe Reidland 62-7
Friday night, their fourth victory in
their last five contests.
A win over Nashville's Franklin
Road Academy this Friday would
make it five out of six for the Tigers

going into a first-round playoff
matchup with Trigg County Nov. 9.
Included in that six game stretch,
however, have been three Class IA
teams and a Reidland squad that
dressed just 16 players. Though
Murray may have taken a step down
in competition from its tough early
season schedule, head coach Lee
Edwards believes it's hard to argue
with the progress his team's made,
especially in the passing game.
After dped passes plagued the
See TiGERS, 28

PREP FOOTBALL PREVIEW:
CALLOWAY COUNTY AT
Rum Comm

T MY DILLAR / Ledger & Imes
Calloway junior running back Jordan Bumpus navigates his way
through a duo of Mayfield defenders in the Lakers 40-7 victory over
the Cardinals Oct. 12.

Playing a game for
old time's sake
FRIENDS, FORMER TEAMMATES GET
TOGETHER FRIDAY IN FULTON COUNTY
By TOMMY DULLARD
Sports Writer
Dunng their college days in the
late-1990's, Josh McKeel, Mance)
Elam and James Bridges were
friends and teammates at Murray
State. playing under former Racer
head man Denver Johnson.
Now, nearly a decade later, each
.man finds himself coaching in the
high school ranks in west Kentucky
— McKee! and Elam at Calloway
County and Bridges at Fulton
County. They'll meet on the gridiron for the first time as coaches this
Friday when McKeel and Ham take
their sizzling Laker squad to
Hickman to battle Bridges' Pilots.
The connections don't end there.
Elam was born and raised in Fulton
County and starred as a player there
in the mid-90's. He also served as
head coach of the Pilots for one sea-

son before coming to Calloway.
So even if the game between
Class 4A Calloway and Class IA
also-ran Fulton County appears to
be a gross mismatch, you can't
blame the three friends for wanting
to play one for old time's sake.
"With the redistricting and
everyone's schedules being messed
up, we thought it would be a good
time to do it," McKeel said. "It's a
good competition between Coach
Bridges, Coach Elam and myself
and that had a lot to do with it.
We're excited about going over
there Friday."
For the Lakers, Fnday's contest
should serve as a needed repneve
before they host Class 6A Graves
County in next week's regular season finale and then tackle Hopkins
County Central in a first-round
In See LAKERS, 28

JULIE JACOBSON F AP
Boston's Dustin Pedroia reacts with first base coach Luis Alicia, left, after hitting a home run during the first inning
in Game 1 of the World Series against the Rockies Wednesday at Fenway Park in Boston.

PINT-SIZED PEDROIA HITS LEADOFF HOMER
BOSTON (AP)— Dustin Pedroia strolled out of Fenway
Park in a white sweat shirt and wasn't even recognized by
most fails filing onto Yawkey Way.
Pretty rare in a town totally obsessed with its sports stars.
Must have something to do with his size.
A little guy with a big swing. Pedroia got Boston off to a
smashing start Wednesday night by becoming the second
player to hit a leadoff home run in a World Series opener.
Generously listed at 5-foot-9, 180 pounds, the gritty rookie connected an 0-1 pitch from Colorado Rockies left-hander
Jeff Francis to send the Red Sox racing toward a 13-1 rout.
"I'm usually a singles, doubles guy. Every once in a while
I'll run into one," Pedroia said. "It's not tike I'm trying to hit
home runs."
The drive barely cleared the Green Monster and bounced
back onto the field, but umpires quickly signaled it was a
home run and there was no argument.
Pedroia joined Baltimore's Don Buford as the only players to homer starting Game 1 of the World Series. Buford
connected off New York Mets Hall of Famer Tom Seaver in

When:7,30 ern,
Whim Fenway Park. Boston
Pitchers: Colorado, Ubaldo Jlininsz (4-4), Boston, Curt Schilling (9-8)
TV: Fox-23, KBSI

Handed the starting job at second base before this season,
Pedroia got off to a terrible start. He was stuck in a bad
slump at the plate and some wondered whether he could be
a productive hitter at the big league level.
But he stayed with his hefty hack and began to break out.
"That's just who he is," Red Sox captain Jason Varitek
said. "Once he found out who he was again after he struggled early on, that's who he's been all year."
A leading contender for AL Rookie of the Year, Pedroia
batted .317 with eight homers,50 RBIs and 39 doubles, finding his niche at the top of the lineup.
He batted .154 in Boston's first-round sweep of the Los
Angeles Angels, then found his stroke again in the ALCS by
going 10-for-29(.345) with three doubles.
1969.
Pedroia became the 18th player to hit a leadoff home run
know
didn't
I
bases.
the
around
get
to
trying
"I was just
in any Series game. The last to do it was Johnny Damon for
"I
said.
Pedroia
'ern,"
trick
to
if it went out — I was trying
the Red Sox in Game 4 of 2004. Boston went on to sweep St.
was excited."
Louis.
this
time
first
Perhaps folks tuning in on television for the
Pedroia was the 31St player overall to homer in his first
was
he
postseason were taken aback by the mighty mite, but
World Series at-bat, a list that includes teammate David
simply picking up where he left off Sunday.
Ortiz. Pitcher Jose Santiago, who accomplished the feat for
Pedroia homered, doubled and drove in five runs dunng the Red Sox in 1967, was on the field before Wednesday
Boston's Game 7 win over Cleveland in the AL champi- night's game as part of a tribute to Boston's pennant-winning
onship series. All from the leadoff spot, too.
team from the "Impossible Dream" season.
"You always want to set the tempo, let the other team
Barry Bonds, Jose Canseco, Roger Mans and Hall of
said.
know you're here to play," he
Famers Brooks Robinson and Mel Ott also homered in their
seven-run
a
in
walk
ded
Later, Pedroia drew a bases-loa
first Series at-bats.
fifth.

Locked'&
Loaded
UK GIVES LOCKE A CHANCE TO RUN
TRACK — AND THE FOOTBALL
LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP) — Until Derrick Locke set an
Oklahoma high school record with the best long jump in
the country this year, he wasn't on the radar of Kentucky's
track coaches, let alone football coach Rich Brooks.
"I just saw it in the paper," said James Thomas, UK's
track assistant who coaches jumpers. "He kind of popped
up. I'd never heard the name. As a coach, you kind of get
upset. How'd I miss out on this guy?"
So. Thomas made a desperation courtesy call to Locke's
high school coach in Hugo, Okla.. to inquire about his
availability. He figured he had no chance to lure the underthe-radar star to Kentucky. Surely Locke had already committed to a big-time program or was academically ineligible to attend one.
As it tumed out, Locke's grades were fine, and while
many of the nation's track powerhouses had indeed come
knocking, none of them could offer what he demanded.
Besides jumping and sprinting in track meets, he wanted to
have a chance to play football — as a freshman and as a
running back.
—That's my position," said Locke, whose high school
football numbers also were eye-popping: 51 total TDs and
JAMES CRI / AP more than 3,000 yards. "I felt like I needed to get a shot at
Derrick Locke carries the ball in a 45-37 loss to Florida in my position. I honestly didn't think that what I'd done in
high school was so bad I couldn't get a shot."
Lexington last weekend

Spons
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She may net he known for It.
but — le hat
Christina Veach
Favorite WO Ferrell movie:
Talladega Nights
Sorg you'd Re to sing for
handle:
Don't Stop Believin
Last hook you read:
Three

I'd NM to go a round in the rhos
with:

fat

Meet lag abed fat
So far, our win over Mayfield
Lest beak you road:

2007 OISTRiCT STARLINGS
Chlaist ammo
ISM
4-0
6-2
Cadre. County

Ordinary People

3-1
2.2
1-3
0-4

6-2
4-5
4-4

Trigg County
Moray
Heath
Realend

1-7

I'd like to go around the ring
with:
Randy Cutor
Last video game you piffled:

LAST WEEK
Caldriell Co 41 Trigg Co 14
Murray 82 Roars" 7
Hain 40 Uwe lAsmonat 7

Tony Hawk Underground II

TIM WEAK
cam..co al Callenden Co
Eon Campbell at Tnce Co
Murray at Frandln Road Academy

Tenn

Heath Sr Paducah

Marie Foster

',kimono+ si=d

Lost, Grey's Anatomy or CSI:
2007 Town STATS

Lost

Rode that scared the hell out
of me:
28 Weeks Later
Pet you're dying to own:
Siberian tiger

If I had a bawd, I'd caN ft
The Screaming Cheetah
Willies

In my pockets right now:
Razorbacks cell phone

my

Murray
Opponents

82
SA

98
52

61
56

36-257
27 189

Superhero power you wish you
had:
Healing power of Wolverine
Favorite thing to eat In the
suommer:
Blizzard
Word that should be added to
the dictionary:
Witchaditcha

TEAM STATISTICS
OPP
MHS
150
167
Forst Downs
Rushes-Yards 335-2070 37-1592
1102
1279
Parking Yards
Comp-An-Int 98-208-15 88-187-20
2681
3288
Total Yards
21-12
21.15
F umisies-Losi
58-437
Penatties-Yards 57-479

Movie that scared the hell out
of me:
The Exorcist

If I were Harry Potter, I would:

keys

First celebrity crush:

Sionimai, STATISTICS

Rue.* •

Sound bites
"Preferably we'd be playing
much closer to home, but
that's just the way It's worked
out for the past several years,
long before I ever got here."
-Lee Edwards

2007 minum STAMCMIGS

NATIONAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD

21919611,DMINLI
3-0
11-0
2-I
5-3
1-2
4-4
0-3
0-8

URI
Ione Oas
CallOvaly Canty
Honker Co Control
Muhienberg Noah

LAST Weex
Lone Oak 57 MuNanberg North 8
Calloway Co 34 ticesssi Co Central 30

Toes Wen
Fulton City at Lona Oak
Gamey Co at Fulton Co
union Co at Hopkins Co Cantrai

1=1

Opponents 26 66 41 58 6

King 204-1587 1210
Theron 36-300 41D Dews 29-139
3T0. liesken 27-132 2TD W59.8-27
TD Garland 14-20. Deese 3-19
Necks I-15 Stephens 5-12 Folds
7 Darcus 1 ,5 %loosen 1-1. McClure I .
0 HoIrscrtuh 1-0
Posse Garland 93-190-14 1204 13TD
Thene4 4-14 1 59 King 1.3-0 16 TO
Kends), 0-1-00
TherreS 33-431 5TD King
Staives)
33-335 370 Kelly 7-189 3TD, Darcus 7-96
270 McClure 4-71 Davis 4-63. Alston 350 TO Foster 1-12, Rocherson 1-9
Dovesey 1-7 Hammonds 2-6 Deese 1-5
Peebles 1 5
-Team and Individual slats provided by
Greg Gerhart

Sound bites
"I think we're starting to hit
the rhythm and that's one
reason we won't be resting
anyone or changing personnel. Once you get rhythm, you
don't want to lose it."
-Josh McKee'

Therrell in at the wide receiver
position an the Trigg County
game, a move he says was the

ond consecutive game last week.
Edwards now believes he has all
the pieces in place for an effective passing game.
Jordan
"(Quarterback)
(Garland) has really gotten a lot
better each week, but 1 think

beginning of Murray's new and
improi ed air attack
And with ifw sudden dcelopnicrit of junior receiver

Jordan's progress has not been
as obvious to everyone because
the progress of the receivers has

Roman Kelly. who led the team
in receiving yardage for the sec-

progress," Edwards said.
sees
also
Edwards

been

a

little

bit

behind

6.0HIWY. Oct 29
Boston at Colorado, 7 40 p m nacosMiry
Wednesday, Oct 31
Colorado at Boston. 729 pm,II necessary
Thursday, Nov. 1
Colorado M BosIon, 7 29 p m . it necessary

National League
Colorado 4, Arlaons 0
Colorado 5, Anzona 1
Colorado 3. Anzona 2. 11 innings
Colorado 4. Amon& 1
Colorado 6. Anzona 4

288
197

TEAM STATISTICS
OPP
CCHS
107
120
First Downs
Rushes-Yards 247-1330 208-1240
1735
1719
Passing Yards
Comp-An-Int 110-188-1062-103-2
2975
3049
Total Yards
17-9
25-10
F urnbies L oat
74-496
55-470
Yards
Penalties

•Lakers
McKeel will

from his offense Friday against
a Fulton County defense that

After starting the season 2-3,
has rattled off a

Calloway

ININVIOLIAL STATIPTCS
Suffuse° — Willis 70-627 7TD.
Bumpus 74-387 STD. Brockman 54123 STD, Hargrove 20-114. Travis
15-45. Seay 4-39 2TD. Garner 2-8
210 Burks 3-8, Burkeen 3-3.
Treadway 1-1 TO. Uttepage 1+3).
PASSITsil — Brockman 106-181-10 1640
2010 Willis 3-3-0 60 2T D. Burkeen 1-2-0
19
Receive° — Garner 36-712 13TD,
Dobbins 35-505 4TD. Giurn 13-197 TD.
Willis 6-94 470, McClure 7-80 TD, Dial 554 Hargrove 4-54, Burnous 4-33
-individual slats provided by Tab
Brockman

three-game winning streak and
they've

scored

back-to-back

Mayfield

and

district

competitor Hopkins Central.
After dropping two six-point
and
Oak
Lone
losses • to
Marshall County in September,
the Lakers picked up their first
win in a close ballgame last
Friday since the season-opener
at Murray. The Lakers staved
off a late Storm rally to hold on
"It shows our matunty level

at

against

times

they've been nearly impenetrable against run-first teams such
as Mayfield.
will

Calloway

While

heavy

a

be

undoubtedly

in

wins before

has increased and we have the

against counting

the games are played.
we'll

"Yes,

cautions

McKeel

Hickman,

ability to be in a close game and
said.
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one,"
win
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Time:

what does that

and weren't able to do it. The
win Friday in the fashion that it

weeks ago (against Calloway)."
With his Lakers hitting their

was will hopefully let us underwe can win the close

stride and two non-district
games remaining in the regular

ones."
aided

season. McKeel said his squad
can't underestimate the impor-

film, they're pretty good at their
screen game."

against Hopkins Central by a
quick-strike offense that scored
on three big plays to jump out

tance of momentum going into
the playoffs. He said he won't
rest any of his players until

to a 20-12 first quarter lead.
First-quarter scoring has been a

either of his final two

receiver Brock Downey traveled
the width of the field to block a

"I know it's a very balanced
offense and if you're good at

safety on Therrell's 59-yard
touchdown run.
Edwards hopes his offense

screens, you can really hurt
some people. Watching them on

test.

his

Academy, a team that, coincidentally, runs the same version

The Tigers had planned on
playing their regular season
finale closer to home, hut a date

his

of the spread Murray employs.

with a regional team was canlast December, leaving
Murray without an opponent for

celed

this Friday's game.

Sat. Oct. 27 @ Noon

While Calloway's defense has
struggled

Oak, those were two games that
we had the opportunity to win
something that worries Edwards
going into Friday night's con-

Racers vs.
Eastern Ky

well

up

The Lakers stack

defensively against the Pilots
run-centered offense, as well.

mean?" he said. "Mayfield was
the highly favored team two

receivers doing the things that
'don't show up in the stat books.
In last Friday's win, sophomore

2007RACER FOOTBALL

this season.

favorite across the board

to a 4-point victory.

can continue its upward mobility against Franklin Road

more than 40

points in five of their six losses

victories over perennial powerhouse

up

has given

Notic
Road,
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Pnke
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locat4
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Rein)
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be looking for

From Page 113
playoff grudge match.

U Tigers
From Page 1B

Gotoredo (Jimenez 4-4) at Boston

(Schilling 0-8), 720 pm
Seaurdey, Oct 27
Boelon (Midsuzake 15-12) at Colorado
(Fogg 10-0), 735 p.m.
Sunday, Oct. 28
Boston itaraera-4 ai Colorado (Cook
8-7). 7 29 p.m

"Marshall County and

Tigers in iheir lira several losses. Edwards inserted junior
John
quarterback
backup

Wednesday, Oct 24
Boston 13. Colorado 1 Boston leads
series 1-0
Thursday, Oct 25

BoMon 7 Cleveland 1
Boston 12, Cleveland 2
Boston 11. Cleveland 2

North al Evangel Christen
0iy, pm)
Ye,

2007 LAKER STATS
Glossy 83 82 81 83 0

WORLD SERIES

Postesseon Baseball
At A Glance
Press
All Dense COT
LEAGUE CHAMPIONSHIP SERIES
AM•1101111 League
Boston 4, Cleveland 3
Boston 10. Clessland 3
Clevelend 13, Smarm 6. 11 innings
Cleveland 4, Bosion 2
Cleveland 7. Boston 3
By The Aseoclalled

Date Hamini
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Jr.
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Murray Ledger &

While Murray and FRA have
never met on the gridiron.
His

Panthers.

FRA

were

Lakers

trend for the Lakers this season
— they're outscoring opponents by an alarming 83-26 out
of the gate. What is some concern for McKeel, however, is
his team

that

is

being out-

contests

the playoffs. I think the only

now.

Pn

really

well

right

We've got a three-game
streak

and

we'll

win

hopefully

Edwards' first season as a high
school football coach.
FRA brings a 3-5 record into

break.
"It's an area of concern," he

rhythm out, that's not the way I

their matchup with the Tigers,
but they resemble Murray in that

said. "The past couple of years

see it. We're going into these

we've had trouble with starting

games to win."

they've amassed a recent winning streak against questionable

slow. This year we're starting

17(

streak Friday night. To take that

quickly, but we've got to make
sure that:s a sustained effort

competition. After starting 1-5,
the Panthers have won their last

and we keep putting points on

two, albeit against teams with a

the board."
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A sustained effort is what

SOS SWIMSt.• 753-5E142

the Tigers' playoff destiny determined, will Edwards rest some

TV, radio

644-

TODAY
COLLEGE FOOTBALL
8:30 p.m.

of his banged up players, name-

To
subscribe to the

ESPN -- Boston College at Virginia
Tech

8 p.m.

A ch

VERSUS — Air Forte at New Marco

standings?
"Right now, we want to play
everyone because we want to try

LIF,fitER & TIMES

to ride this, we're feeling pretty
good right now," he said. "Our
best shot at beating Trigg (in the

Call 753-1916

MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL
7 p.m.

Beet
ant
WKt

World Senes game?
FOX
Colorado at Boston

270-

PREP FOOTBALL
9 p.m

Monday-Friday
7:30 a.m. - 5 p.m.

playoffs) is between our ears."

ri

RE
Ads

extend it to a four-game win

offensive linemen Justin
Doyle and Adam Heskett, in a
game that is meaningless in the

any
accep
ity
actvil

way you get ready for the playoffs is you tune up. We're play-

the lead to two going into the

ly

Wank

Ledg:

"Some coaches have that in
the back of their head," he said.
"Rest them and get ready for

in

combined record of 1-15.
With district play over and

inacci
Read,
'Mom
their c
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are b:

are well in hand.

ing

Ezell-Harding

defeated

The

gunned in the second, 66-62. A
second-quarter lull against the
Storm allowed Hopkins to cut

Edwards is familiar with the
squad

stand
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FSN — Grant (Ore I vs Lincoln (Ore
at Portland. Ore

•
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ctia-.deuce-4

Take A Kid
to the Game

7;)

Tuesday - Sunday (II am.-3 p.m.)
6 Oz. Rlbeye Sandwich

3

Dimitri's Chicken

(Ail kids 12 and under
receive a $1 ticket)

1

Grouper Sandwidi
Beef Kabob 1/2 Order
Eggplant Parmesan w/Speghettl
Hawaiian Chicken

3

Fettuccini AJtredo w/Chicken
Hot Ham & Swiss, Hot TUrkey & Swiss, or SIT
Son, rti in Grilled *heat Bread with a Cup of the Soup of the Day
)

Deaget SIzeriet6 - 24ciacretele

I
I

icty

N

IS

c

•

tn.

c

Twin Pork Chops
At.

4iIsati SCCOCTS SUN:CM SIrS,,MCI OWN
10 Oz. Smothered Chopped Steak.

Grouper Dinner Ikar Chola Gelled Fel
All dinners include House or Caesar Side Salad and Your Choice of Side hen
y

1501 N. 12TH ST. • MURRAY,KY • 753-4521

I

r
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LOOS

Notice is hereby given that Dale Swift, 1176 Spring
Road, Ahno, KY 42020, has filed an application with
the Natural Resources and Environmental
Protection Cabinet to complete a streambank stabiliaation project on Rockhouse Creek. The property is
located appeal 8 miles northwest of Murray, KY off
Spring Road. Any comments or objections concerning this application shall be directed 46oi Kentucky
Division of Water, Water Reeources Branch, 14
Reilly Road, Frankfort Office Park, Frankfort,
Kentucky 40601 Phone (5021564.3410
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JEM Productions

DISCLAIMER

Transfer home movies
& pictures to DM
Most formats supported. Great gift idea.
Plan
now
for
Christmas!
270-328-8719

When accessing the
"help wanted" section
on our classifieds
webpage at
murrayledger.com,
you will be redirected
to jobnetwork.com.
By default,
Murray and local job
listings will appear On
this website.
However, as a national
website, not all listing,
on the jobnetwork.com
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& limes. Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
job listings. Thank you

NOW forming Monday
night 8 Ball league at
Breaktime
Billiards.
759-9303

1311
PSYCHIC
READINGS
Advice, help on all
problems of life.
Mrs. Ann

270-767-0508
[
IRSand Found
FOUND on 641$:
young Lab. Appears to
be trained. Call and
I.D. 761-1175
LOST at Chestnut
Park: ladies' white gold
ring. Great sentimental
value. $200 reward. No
questions asked. 502644-3836 to identity.

LL

DO you love working
wtth kids?
Wee Care Enterprises
may be just the place
for you! Full time and
part time positions
available.
Apply at,
Wee Care
109 S. 15th St.
Murray, KY 42071
(270)753-5227
GREEN Acres is currently hiring for the following
positions:
RN/LPN 2P-10P lull
time, SRNA 6A-2P fulltime. Anyone interested in becoming part of
our team may apply in
person at Green Acres
Health Care, 402 W.
Farthing St.. Mayfield,
KY 42066
HELP WANTED
Part/Full time -flexible
schedule- 7 days a
Week.
$9hr after paid training
+ Benefits
1-888-974-JOBS
T079100207

060

Nob Ranted

Virginia

Me ie..0
BALL
2

A child needs you!
Become a foster parent. up to $36/day.
WKUMFS
270-443-9004

MALE Dancers wanted
for
male
review.
Second Friday of every
month from 7PM-9PM.
Must be 18 and over.
Have fun and make
money. Call for details

(270)873-9109

(Ore

subscribe to the ...

1
1

MURRAY

LEDGER&TIMES
Home Delivery
Local Mall
(Calm."1
3leo.
3
mo...-----$33.00
1 6 no. —ULM
6 mo.
I yr.
1

1 Rest ofA KY/TN
(Pryor loctromot

All Other Mad

Subseripdem
1
3sm.—MS* 3 MO.----MAO
6 RIO.--MA
1 6 mo.
I yr.----$1211.110 I yr. —.-3115.111
Cheek

Money Order

Visa

r'VC

Name
1 St. Address
I

City

.

Zip
I State .
I
Daytime Pb
I
Mail this coupon with payment to:

Murray Ledger & Timm
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
Or call (270) 763-1918
•

&fide Our0
Veterans

AFTER Hours
Cal
Center is now hinng to
PART-TIME Patient

Public Notice

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers 66
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activates.
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PML

Cara

INC.

PML,Inc., a leading manufacturer of extruded and molded rubber
products for the automotive industry, has a position open for a
qualified individual to become an integral part of the PML learn.
Resumes for the position of process engineer should be mailed to
the address below:

PML,Inc.
P.O. Box 69
Paris, TN.38242
Attn: Human Resource Manager
Candidates must have a BS in engineenng, minimum of two
years engineering experience in a manufacturing environment.
Lean Manufacturing knowledge and experience preferred. The
candidate must be aggressive, hard working and willing to work
overtime, when necessary. Good written and oral communication
skills are a must.
PML,inc. offers a full benefit package including:
Medical, Dental, Vision, Life, 40IK, Paid Vacation, &
Paid Holidays
PML, Inc. is a member of the Tennessee Drug Free Workplace.
Successful completion of a drug test is required before beginning
work.
Equal Employee Opportunity Employer

Associate Director of Gift Planning, Murray State University, located in
the lakes area of Western Kentucky,seeks an outstanding Associate Director
of Gift Planning. Full-time, 12 month position to begin January 2008
reports to the Associate Vice President for Institutional Advancement.
Qualifications: Bachelors degree in Finance, Business, Accounting or
related field required. Masters of Business Administration (MBA) or
Masters in Finance preferred. Experience in financial advisory fields, bank-

ing, estate planning, business or public accounting is required along with
experience or a solid understanding of fundraising and planned giving techniques and strategies. Also, this position is responsible for coordinating and
facilitating Murray State's fundraising efforts in the School of Agriculture
as outlined by the Associate Vice President. Must be an innovative, selfmotivated, organized individual capable of handling multiple tasks and
projects simultaneously; superior written and oral communication skills;
well-developed negotiation, fund-raising, analytical skills; excellent interpersonal skills and ability to interact effectively with a wide variety of constituents; ability and willingness to travel. Responsibilities: This position
is responsible for planning, directing, and coordinating giving strategies
througfi life income trusts, wills, gift annuities, real estate, financial securities and life insurance for the University. The successful candidate will plan
and implement gift planning strategies for the University, assist in planning
and executing broad-based marketing activities to alumni and friends for
gift planning vehicles; cultivate and develop prospects for the School of
Agnculture, visit and establish relationships with alumni, parents, and
friends and encourage them to support Murray State University through
appropriate gift planning vehicles. Application Deadline: November 16.
2007. To Apply: Submit letter of application indicating job title. current
resume and names, addresses and telephone numbers of three professional
references to: Chair, Gift Planning Search Committee, Murray State
University, 106 Development Center, Murray, KY 42071. Women and
minorities are encouraged to apply. Murray State University is an Equal
Education and Employment Opportunity, M/F/D, AA employer.

ADVERTISING SALES
„

The Murray Ledger & Times is currently
accepting resumes for the position of
Advertising
Representative.
_Sales
Responsibilities for this position include servicing established accounts, developing advertising plans and developing new accounts in
Murray and surrounding areas. You must enjoy
working with the public and be self-motivated.
Prior sales experience is required. Degree in
Advertising. Marketing, and Public Relations
preferred, but not required. Salary will be
based on education and sales experience.
Paid holidays and vacation, health and dental
plans, salary plus commission, are all part of
an excellent benefit package.

Advertising Sales Position
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040-Z
Murray, KY 42071
An Equal Opportunity Employer

Arbor Place of Clinton
HIRING! HIRING! HIRING!
LPN's/CNA's
"Together We Make a Difference"
*Sign-on bonus available for
LPN's $1500 • CNA's $1000
Contact: Trella Wilson, ADM
Or Shannon Lacewell RN, DON for details
Arbor Place of Clinton
106 Padgett Drive, Clinton, KY 42031
270-653-5558

•

I

LII

Coordinators

*4(

PCCs are responsible
for processing incoming calls from patients
and locations during
non-business hours.
Experience in medical
field and administrative
record management
preferred, but not
required. Strong customer service background preferred. Part
time hours of 20 to 30
hours per week will be
scheduled
during
evenings, nights and
weekends.

hours

will

be Monday — Friday
8am to 5pm and position could last up to 6
months.
Pulmo Dose is now hiring for our Respiratory

Clinician Supervisor.
Responsible for providing clinical and supervisory support regarding respiratory equipment/supplies within
clinical expertise and
education
to
Respiratory Clinician
Team, field staff, referral sources, patients
and
care-givers.
Certification
and
Licensing is required
and experience in
Home
Respiratory
Care and Management
is preferred.
All positons require
minimum educational
background of high
school diploma or GED
equivalent.
Please
deliver or mail your
resume to 120 Max
Hurt Drive Murray. KY
Or
email
to
elizabeth cain0rotech
com. We are an Equal
Opportunity Employer.

;

Aircraft Carnet USS Midway
11978-19791
Naval Special Warfare
Command: SEAL Them 2
(1979-1984)

Double spots: $18•(40 word limbtl

floadNno: Mday, November 2nd at 5:00 p.m.
Bring payment, photo, this form, along with a sell-addressed stamped
envelope during office noun Mon.-Fn., 7:30AM-5:00PM or mail to Murray
Ledger and Times. Attn: ClaSsfieds, P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY 42071.
A.
In Honor or In Memory (circle one)
Name of Veteran:
Rank'
Branch of Service:
Date of Service:
Message

r
Your Name-

Li

**4 mix mu
Aairii

060
Help Wailed

COSMETOLOGIST
opening: MondayFriday. $10 hour, full
time with 401k, vacation & medical benefits. Fax resume to
270-444-0389
NEEDED: a responsible person to stay
nights with an elderly
lady. References. 270753-8990 after 5:30PM
during the week. 270293-8990 during the
day.
NOW taking applications for all positions
and all shifts. Apply
In person at Sonic
Drbie-In, 217 S. 12th
St., Murray, KY. No

phone cans.
STEVEN G. Sacora,
CPA/CFP Firm seeks
Staff
Accountant.
Benefits include 4-day
work week. Email
resume
to
sieve O sacora.com.

iChikare
CLEANING houses. 20
years expenence. 270759-9553

Full-time/Part-time RN for busy
medical practice. Must be licensed
in the state of Kentucky. Will need
good phone, organizational and
people skills. Must be willing to
work a flexible schedule. Please
send resume and cover letter to:
P.O. Box 1040-F, Murray, KY 42071
NOTICE OF APPRENTICESHIP
OPPORTUNITY
The Joint Apprenticeship and Training
Committee for the Electncal Industry is accepting applications for apprenticeship on the first
Friday of each month between the hours of
1000 a.m. and 6:00 p.m. and on the Saturday
following the first Friday between the hours of
8:00 a.m. and 11:00 a.m at the Paducah
Electrical J.A.T.C. Office, 2110 Shade Tree
Drive, Paducah, KY 42003.
All applications will he received without
regard to age, race, color, religion, national ori-

}

Only $11 per spot •(one person per photo, 20 word limit)

.10131fIllyle
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Temporary

November 11, 2007

*

Pulmo
Dose
Call
Center is now hiring for
TEMPORARY Pedant

for
contacting
all
assigned
patients
monthly, taking patient
orders,
verifying
patient
information,
and placing the order
in a timely manner.
Experience in medical
field and administrative
record management
preferred, but not
required. Strong customer service background
preferred.

A TRIBUTE TO VETERAN'S DAY

PERSONAL aide- personal care, pill planners filled, run
errands, sitting, etc.
References available.
Call DeeDee Cohoon
759-9778

Phone.
exiimpipm exe Ayr

140

150
Wroth Buy

ANTIQUES. Call Larry
753-3633

BUYING
Junk cars, trucks and
tractors 436-5235
BUYING old U.S. coin
and pocket knits collections. 293-6999
CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
Murray.
GOOD used refrigerators, electric ranges,
gas heaters, air conditioners,
baseboard
heaters. Used carpeting. 753-4109
150
Adidas
For Sok
07 Hot tub, brand new
in package. 6-7 person. lots of lets, digital,
ozoneator, water fall.
cover, retail $7.300,
must
sell
$3,600.
(573)300-1031
CINDERELLA
prom
dresses. 1 size 4 yellow, 1 size 8 blue. $150
each. 270-492-8614

MD Televisions
Come by Olympic
Plaza to see Our selection of HD televisions
Flat screen Plasma &
LCDs. Rear Projection
also. LO, Toshiba,
Hitachi & Sony. We
have a large selection
of entertainment centers & TV carts.
Beasley Antenna &
Satellite. 759-0901

Cormier Seles/Setvce
14siwoftkig Sento
Lase Atiler I Laptop '

Callowdy
ictorial History
Family History
Books
759-4938
753 2350

MOM COMPUTERS

RAINBOW
vacuum
cleaner. Excellent con-

Service/Sales
Repairs/Upgrades
759.3556

dition. $395 See at
Deb's Place. Dexter. or
call 753-5034

ial
47ompute
ar

1

Connection
Sycamore -752-0438

A

WAREHOUSE CLERK
POSITION AVAILABLE

gin or sex. Each applicant must meet all basic
requirements to be eligible for an interview.
Requirements are: 17 years of age 118 at time of
indenture), high school graduate or GEL) or
Associates Degree, active dnvers license, birth
certificate and proof of one full ,credit in
Algebra I. Applicants have 60 days from date
of application to supply required information.
Applicants will be selected in order of their

Duties include picking and processing
orders, receiving and unloading, inventory
maintenance. Requirements for the position
are forklift experience. valid driver's license,
light to moderate lifting, computer skills.
Must be self motivated and energetic.
Competitive wages & benefits!

ranking resulting from interview rating.

Send Resume to: P.O. Box ILI, Almo, KV 41028

Articles
For Salo

1

LIL' Angel
Diaper'
Cakes for baby shower
& center pieces. Can
be disassembled and
used later. Will customize to any theme.
270-489-2360. 270489-2940
NEW pool table, never
used, 1"-slate, solid
wood, carved legs, felt,
acc. package, retails
$4,500, selling for
$1,500, must
sell
(573)300-1031

PLAYSTAT1ON 1 & 2
Now
GAMES
sold/traded at Wood
Electronics on the
Court Square. Huge
Selection,
Great
Pnces! 753-0530

SATELLITE System
FREE
Gel a 4-room FREE.
FREE DVR or HD
upgrade. FREE 6
months of HD programming
w/HO
upgrade. Get months 3
FREE of HBO &
Cinemax.
Programming starts at
$29.99 per mo. + $5.00
for local networks. Calf
Beasley Antenna &
Satellite for more into.
759-0901 or toll free:
877-455-0901
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To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens or Julie Brown
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave. — Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.• Fax: 753-1927
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DEADLINES

STRAW for sale. $2.50
bale, 227-7352,
753-4582

LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES

WARD ELKINS
On !he

Squoro %troy

(270) 753-1713
160
Home Furnishings
5 piece bedroom set
Wood veneer. Includes
large dresser w/mirror,
chest of drawers,
nightsland. headboard.
Good shape. $175.
753-4870
after
530PM.

1967 Chevrolet 2 ton
grain truck No dump :
bed 489-2790

CLASSIFIEDS

411 • Thursday. October 25, 2007

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments
154)5 Druguid Lane • Murray, KY 42071
270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833 - Ext. 283
Iwo Bedroom Apartment.
( entral Heat and Alf
ipling Applications

Om; and

Office Hours 8 a.m.- 12 p.m.
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.

,c3

FIREWOOD for sale
pick-up or delivery
Call for prices
(270)293 1357 or
270)559- 1424

DUPLEX, 1300A
VaNeywood Dr
$400/mo. 759-9920 or
293-1446
NICE 2BR duplex
Carport No pets
227-3054 or 753-7457

Mesas For IN.

NICE one bedroom
apt 400 South 16th
$275 month Animal
allowed Jerry
293-2072

1996 Fleetwood 14x70
2BR 1 SBA 489-2772
2002 Fleetwood 16x80
389 28A Northern
insulated, extra nice
270-489-2525
2006 16x68 Northern
built Fleetwood manufactured home Shingle
& vinyl with 10ft front
porch and bock Nailita
skirting 269, IBA
$29.900 or finance for
$1.500 down payment.
$308 monthly 1-800455-3001
92 Clayton 38R. 28A,
16X80, stove, dishwasher. refrigerator.
must be moved
$11,000 293-2158
4366109 night
NEW 3EI9 singlewide
on 1 -acre lot, move-in
ready, no rentals
reduced price
(270)978-0921
NIC-E 3br. 2ba on 1 4
acre only $45.900 near
Lynn Grove Call Diana
at 270-703-2885 MTG
Heal Estate

NOW LEASING
1.2 & 3bedroom Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday Fnday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #1 -800-648-6056
VERY nice 389 2 SBA
near university All
appliances furnished
plus
month
$750
deposit 752-0313

GUYS THIS ONE IS FOR YOU
1501 LONDON DR.
FRI. 4:30PM-7:00PM

14)(60 289 2BA $400
703-4768
SMALL 2BR in country
References required
759-1837

3BR 1 5BA. immaculate condition, extended lease required, no
32
pets References and
Apertwena For Rent] deposit required 1116
Fairiane Dr $750 per
& 2 bed riots No month 270-293-4602
pets Leave a mes38R IBA svr epps•
...go 270-763-1970
I OR 2tir apts near ances No pets Lease
Murray a deposit required
downtown
Root $500 Security
starting at $200/mo
Deposit $500 1310
753-4109
Sycamore St
16h with appliances
270-519-2699
Some utilities paid
$300 per month plus 3BR 28A.
$45-0
deposit 752-0456
month No pets 701
113R, venous locations. Broad St
$200-5300 Coleman 270-293-4602
RE 753-9898
IBA, Bnck. 306
2 or 3BR duplex. 389.
S 15th No pets
C7H/A 1 or 2BR apt
759-4826
753-1252 day. 753- $475/mo.
0606 night, 761-3694
stove
IBA,
3BR.
duplex
IBA
289
refrigerator, dishwash
Appliances, Peggy Ann
er, washer. dryer No
Dr. 270-753-0259
pets 1615 Catalina
2814 Apt 112-7
Drive $415 month plus
2841 house $375
$200 deposit
753-3415
270-247-8127
289 apt No peii.
Lease & deposit Rent:
Security
$500,
Deposit $500 1604
Miller Ave
270-519-2699

UPSCALE read-ince.
3/2 ranch on Melrose
Dr, City utilities and
schools All electric 2
Large
car garage
fenced yard New central HVAC system
Annual lease $900
monthly Ray
270 767 0615

2841 duplex, nice.
C/Vi.A. appliances lui
nished Venous locations Coleman RE
753-9898
41301 28A, all appliances, central I-VA
Coleman RE 753-9898
DUPLEX apartment
Like new located in
Northwood Carport
2B9. all appliances
with gas heat and cob
nal air $575 p.'month Phone
753.3018

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

DUPLEX. 2-BR. I
bandall appliances
$525/rno 436-5885

AVAILABILITY
KEY MINI WAREHOUSES
1850 State Route 121 South
Murray. KY 42071
270-753-5562
Call For Sizes & Prices
Security Gate

NEON BEACH
MINI-STORAGE
*All Size Units
Avondale
'Now Move
alma*,Control

753-311113,

"5

Newly renovated 389 2BA
Large sunroom & Fenced back/did
Register for a $50 00 gas card
Angelia Fry of Re/max Real Estate
Associates 227-2136

CLEARANCE
SALE
119 S. 4th St. - The Cake Lady
Fri.. Oct. 26 • 7AM-5PM
Sat., Oct 27 • 7AM-2PM
Rain or shine.
(

;.; r If

h to rnerifloi

dlitta
3 bedroom 2 1/2 bath CAVA on
corner lot in Crossfield Sub.
Remodeled, very nice.

753-2905 • 270-293-8595
400

MOVING SALE

Yard Sale

24 Nottingham Lane in
Sherwood Forest Subdivision
off Wiswell Road
Saturday, October 27• 7AM

MULT1-FAMILY
GARAGE SALE
801 Bagwell Blvd
Thurs, Fri & Sat
8-7

Microwave. oven, dishwasher, mattress
sets, tools. Chnstmas decorations, cooking
utensils, collectibles, glassware. BR suite.
19-1/2HP, 42" cut riding lawn mower with
trailer, other items Cheap, all must go!

Christmas items.
100's romance novels. antiques. towbar,
kitchenware. TV's,
sports equipment.
Croscill comforters,
office supplies, pocket knives, lots more!

CLASSIFIEDS
GET

475 acres, 35 acres
prime row crop land
Located 94E Call 270753-1323 ext 120

5 to 295 acres Wes
Possibe
Calloway.
owner financing 4892116. leave message
[111Porres For Sere

YARD SALE
House beside
car wash in
Hardin
Thurs. & Fri.
7:30AM-3:30PM

2BR 1 bath S395/mo
deposit, 978-0742
newly
IBA,
2BR
remodeled, no pets
415 S 10th $425
month 270-293-4602

OPEN HOUSE
51O CANTERBURY
SATURDAY OCT 27 2PM-49141

SAT. 7:00AM-NOON
Set Ii irq hunting equipment. several
rifles cases & ammo..270 •30-06
-22 *243 .50 cal *20 ga.•7mm mag
Olmm 'mouser .4(-98 -303 brit. •1 7hnir
•22 mag russian bolt action. Several
knives. reloading dies • equip
binoculars • hand warmers •
orripider desk • small office desk
.
iampressor + more

2. 3 & 489 houses
deposit
&
Lease
required 753-4109

lama For Ment

Murray Ledger & 'limes

plus size clothes
furniture. & much
more
FOR Rent
Boat & RV storage
12x36 units
11x12 garage doors
Monthly/yearly rates
1270)978-0559

J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
Now reruma
Located at 720 5 41h Si.
270-436-54%

270-293-6906
MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available
753-2905 or 753-7536
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
*Inside climate control
storage
-Security alarmed
-Safe & clean
*We sell boxes'
-We rent U-Hauls
753-9600
370

Boarding
HORSE
Available 10 miles
Murray
of
east
$125/mo stall or pasture 270-759-4994 or
270-293-7315

-1111:11lard
YARD
SALE

"ROOF OUR
CHURCH"
BETHEL UMC
YARD SALE
Old City Park
2 Pavilions
Sat., 10/27 only
7AM-1PM
All kinds of items

1625 Sunset Dr. [
14,1Estale
11:1
Oct. 27
7AM-?

Murry. I cdrdr C 1$mes ii
Housing Ad ?voters

furniture, gas
misc household/garage items

GARAGE

illr;-alestah, aristrel.rd hert•!!!
t to. Ow fiNteral I MI
•,
ad.-raw an, pri tr
• • Imitation or dr.,
olor ro !
nased In rap
••••,, handkar tarmlial aa
nabonal origin. or ink.r,
to make am rub irndur•

FLORIST/GIFT Shop
for sale. Call
270-293-2375
hop. For deo]
2,000 square feet
and
office
space
adioining 2.000 square
feet living space down
town. 978-0698
MURRAY
Courtsquare Prime
retail Location for rent
or lease Over 1800 so
fuAvailabie Nov 2007
18651705-5812
OFFICE or retail sPice
available Pnme location 753-2905.
293-1480
VERY nice commercia
building for lease
Over
Murray area
8 800 S F Great for
retail. offices, restau
rant. or any kind or
business Has parking
lot, central ri a and
security
system
$1.800/mo
270-293-9349

2 Basset Hounds. In
Color. gorgeous. $275
270-875-2805
ACA
Pug
7 mo
Registered Paid $300
will take $250 Needs
to find good home
ASAP 270-350-3966
DOG Obedience
436-2858.

uemeock4 suppose
1994 Sooner 4 horse
slant Ill siuminurr
hors* trailer Now Ines
groat condition Cali
753-2905 or 293-8595

2006 Harley Davidson
Dyna Wide Glide 1
owner, 3.000 miles,
condition,
perfect
many extras. $13.900.
435-4707. 293-1722

1 USED

111111Auto Puts

Call 753-560

Farmington 7742 SR 564 &
new Hwy. 80
Fri. & Sat.
7AM-4PM
crafts, exercise
equip god cart, tiller
furniture horse.
camper genealogy
books. wedding
dress doll house. /VC

YARD SALE
8 mi. E Hwy. 94
Fri. & Sat,
antique sewing
machines, gun collection, ink let
printers, glassware. tools. Ford
Jubilee tractor. 611
box blade, bush
!hog. lots of misc

'MiTTENTION HOMEOWNERS WANTED"
Display homes wanted
for vinyl siding - windows - roofs - baths.
Guaranteed Financing!
No payments until
March 2008. Starting at
$99.00 Month. Call 1800-251-0843
FOR SALE
*SAWMILLS from only
$2990.00- Convert your
LOGS TO VALUABLE
LUMBER with your
own Norwood portable
band sawmill. Log skidders also available.
www norwooclindusFREE
tries cornInformation l 1-800-578I 363- Ext.600-A

"AWESOME TRAVEL
JOBII, 18-23 guys/gals
to travel USA with coed
business group representing major Hip-Hop
Fashion
Rock&Roll,
and Sport publications!
furTransportation
nished. Call Tiffany 1800-979-0018.
*Insurance Agents to
enroll several Medicare
Advantage/POP plans
including the only one
that carries the AARP
name Leads and high
paying contracts available (877) 311-1743

1977 Rolls Royce
Silver Wraith II Good
condition Will take
best offer within next 2
weeks 731-247-5643
New
93 Chevy van 402
South 16th $2,500
080 293-2072

Sew UtIlly Wades

324 Mermie Pirates Cove,
Hardin
Fri. & Sat.
8AM-4PM

MOVING
SALE

TIRES

14 15 16 inch
Starting at S20
mounted

GARAGE
SALE

ANNOUNCEMENTS

HELP WANTED
MUST Sell! Priced
under appraisal. 3
bdr/2 bath, 2.800+
sq.ft.: 3 stall garage
270-227-6850
construction.
NEW
116
FSBO.
Thoroughbred Drive,
Murray Estates 489
2 SBA, breakfast room.
family room. Floor:
hardwood, tile, carpet.
Nice, priced to sell.
753-3966. 293-9747,
752-0624
& ATYs
i
elereydes
liF

Miscellaneous
items
Rain or shine

ellinis ii',

FOR Sale/Lease: 389
2BA lakefront property
w/ dock. 2-1/2 car
garage w/ apt. 270759-9046, 270-9783953

r

1707
Johnson Blvd
(off Doran rd.)
Fri & Sat
7-12

0151

*POLICE OFFICERS
Lam up to a $20,000
bonus. Train to protect
'ADVERTISERS You your fellow Soldiers be
can place a 25-word a leader in the Army
classified ad in 70 National Guard 1-800Kentucky newspapers G
Ii as little as $250 with GUARD corn/police
one order, one payINSTRUCTIONAL
ment For information,
contact the classified
ARE HIR-AIRLINES
this
department of
newspaper or call KPS ING-Train for high payAviation
ing
1 502-223-8821
Maintenance Career
•OUILT DAY in down- FAA approved program
Bardstown. Financial Aid if quail
town
November 3, 10am- tied - Job placement
Call
View 200 assistance
4 30pm
quilts displayed in 3 Aviation Institute of
historic churches within Maintenance (888) 3491 block For more infor- 5387
mation, call 800-638-Attend College Online
4877
from home Medical
BUILDINGS
business, paralegal,
computers, criminal jus-20TH ANNIVERSARY tice Job placement
Sale', No seconds or assistance Financial
overstocks Just great aid and computer proprices on high quality. vided if qualified Call
all steel buildings 8 6 6 8 5 8 - 2 1 2 1
Building
Sentinel
www OnlineTidewaterT
800-327Systems,
ech corn
0790. ad 26, www sentinelbuildings com
-Training. Located in
Kentucky. Statewide &
BUSINESS
National Job Placement
OPPORTUNITIES
assistance. National
Accreditation'THRIVING GROCERY NCCER
Heavy
week
STORE BUSINESS, 4
Operator
Ashland, KY area. Equipment
Owner retinng after 41 Training course 1 -866years. Call Gnat)) 280-5836
amhet.com
Century 21 BWE (606) www
Heavy
American
922-7118
Equipment Training
BUSINESS
MEDICAL
SERVICES

lirnilatnwas or in. manna,

SALE
hoe
For Sale

389 I SBA back home.
mmaculate move-in
condition. $114,900.
1116 Fairlane. 270293-4602
EXECUTIVE home in
Murray, unique design
with all amenities. 1
acre wooded lot.
replacement cost
$500,000 sale price
$316,000 by owner.
(270)753-9686

STATEWIDE CLASSIFIEDS

laid blab

Lake Progarly
1.98 ACRE WATERFRONT with dock
boat' KY Lake
$69,900 Only oriel
Call owner 615-5155550
PRIME lakefront lake
view and MONS
acreages at bargain
prices
kylakesale com or
call 800-704-3154
440
lotsForSO
1 5. acres well septic. 94 East. left on 464
2 miles on right Justin
Tnpp 293-9569
5 acre residential/comMurray
mercial.
978-1880
$65,000
Mark Frednck RE/Max
REA
LAKE Bargain! I.
acre lake access with
tree boat slips
$29.900 Great terrns
Call 800-704.3154

(2) 2005 Equinoxes
AWD. $10,900.
$10.300 Warranty
2000 Nissan Allima
GXE $4,900
Warranty
1998 Z71 3rd door.
5 7. $8.500 Warranty
C&K 705-5973 anytime
Wed Cars
05 Nissan Anima
Silver, 40.000 miles
270-293-8541
2004 Pontiac Grand
Pnx.
Absolutely
loaded. Black with tan
leather 'Mena. Heads
up display 67.000
owner.
1
miles
$13.995
270-293-4602
2001 Nissan Sentra
Excellent condition
87.000 mites $6,200
Call
753-4126 evenings
'99 Dodge Stratus.
126.000 miles $800.
753-8169
1995 Honda Accord
wagon, low Tiles. asking 53,500 OBO
1270)978-6415

94 Chevy 1500, 350
V8. 200.000 miles
761-4846
1984 Toyota truck long
cab 4x4 Call after 5:00
436-2754

•
LAM
LAWN SERVICE
mowing, Manicuring,
landscaping It
Leaf Vir uuming
Satisfaction guaranteed
753-1816 227-0611
YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
CALL 7'S

'Hill Electric
Since I 9116
24 sous mews
Res. Corn , & Ind
Licensed & Insured
All Joh. - big or small

753-9562
APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

-Driver Class-A CDL
Drivers Multiple opportunaies, 'Local Delivery
'OTR/Home
Jobs
Weekends 866-2702665 (2 yrs min cap
1
d
q
e
r
www abdnvers corn
Owner
-Driver.
ONLY
Operators
Regional freight from
$1.25pm
Louisville
average! Home often &
weekends. Plates available. NOT forced dispatch Cali Max at T&T,
1-800-511-0082

-Absolutely no cost to
you!! All brand new
wheelchairs.
power
hospital beds and
scooters. Immediate
delivery. Call Toll Free
1-888-998-4111 to qualify

-Driver Sign-On-Bonus,
Guaranteed Homehme,
Company or Lease
available
Purchase
BC/BS, CDL-A and 6
Experience
months
Required 800-441-4271
Ext KY - 100.
USXpress.
-Driver:
Werner and Transport .
America are looking for
Driver Trainees. Get
trained and Go to Work
in 3 weeks starting Pay
$750+Weekly
MORE
-DriversSign-On
MONEY
Bonus 36-43 cpm/
$1.20.$0 Lease/
Teams Needed ClassA + 3 months recent
OTR required 800-6358669
have
-Drivers-We
freight. 4 Regional positions avail. immediately!
CDL-A w/tanker req'd.
Call 877-484-3061 or
visit us at www.oakleytransport.com.

Flatbed
-Regional
Drivers: NOW PAYING
Earn
mile!!!
$ 40/
$50,000 PLUS 6%
Bonus! Home every
REAL ESTATE
weekend and 1-2 times
'Lake Bargain' 1+ acre per week!, Great benelake access with free fits including 401KI
boat slips. $29,900. 6mo. t/t & Class-A CDL
Great terms. Call 800- req'd. Wabash Valley
Inc.
Transportation,
704-3154.
8 0 0 - 2 4 6 - 6 30 5
Beauty: www.wvtonline.com
'Victorian
Potential B&B in Red
River Gorge area of -WANT HOME WEEKKentucky. 2780 Sq ft. LY WITH MORE PAY?
Heartland's
with garage. $109,900. Run
Regionall
Midwest
Call: 606 663 - 3618.
dnvcompany
$.45/mile
TRUCK DRIVERS
ers $1.23 for Operators,
HELP WANTED
OTR
12
months
required. HEARTLAND
er1 TRUCK DRIVING EXPRESS 1-800-441SCHOOL Training for 4953 iwiw.heartlandexSwift Werner & others. press.corn
Dedicated/Regional/Lo
cal Approx. $50.000WANTED TO BUY
$70.000 yearly. Home
Buy
to
*Wanted
weekly,
1-800-8830171 Open 7 days a Heavily wooded tract of
land suitable for hunting
week.
this fall Price must be
•A-CDL -HIRING 8 Leasonable 1-270-929QUALIFIED DRIVERS- 6095
Knight Transportation,
3702 W. Minnesota St.,
Indianapolis, IN 46241.
Services Offend
4 mos. OTR required,
Daily Pay, Weekly
BACKHOE
Home
Time:
TRUCKING
Call
Benefits/401K.
ROY HILL.
888-346-4639. Owner Septic system, gravel,
800-437-5907.
Ops
white rock
wsywknighttrans.com.
436-2113
Dozer work & Track
hoe
Offered
436-2867 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Complete tree
removal, gutter
cleaning, hauling, etc.
Insured
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clean
out garages, gutters.
iunk & tree work.
A to B Moving Local
and long distance
moves Call Brian at
270-705-4156
A-1 Joe's Mower
repair pick-up. delivery 436-2867
AT-I-Sig.-imp Removal.
Fully insured. 4373044
AAA HANDYMAN
All types of carpentry,
additions, decks
Hauling, clean up Junk
Garage. yards.
buildings
Prompt dependable
Free estimates
35 yrs expenence
Anytime 753-9210

%LT
Mitchell Bros.
ing

Calloway
Trash Servire
•AUTOMATED BILLING
•CONTAINERS AVAIL
•RATES STARTING AT
S154140
71114740 21141045
CATHY'S
Wallpapenng,
Painting. Cleaning
270- 227-6606 731498-8904
NADEAU'S
Construction
'Flooring -Decks
-Vinyl siding *All
Home Improvements
(270)978-2111
Licensed/Insured
Cleaning
DAVID'S
Service All external
cleaning Vinyl, fences.
etc.(270)527-7176
DNJ HANDYMAN
We do all the odd lobs
you don't have time
for
Painting, siding, roofs,
decks
293-5438

FREE
Scrap Appliances
it Al Storm Al
Scrap PArtal

iarrnE

YI

0-

759-0501
1-1 ;,l'
I R ‘‘ IS

rA

11.11111112

Ill',N

114. 55 IS

270-753-227')
RETIRED Carpenter
Start Immediately
R L Woods 753-9440

Old *wont

$ndorra & Coon

MO.
,
'

.
11
1.11t

•
.
C••• 13.0

•

FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
Trimming,
removal
stump grinding. firewood Insured 4892839.
Tree
YEARRY'S
Service. Free esti
mates Phone 436
2562. 227-0267
TRENCHING
731-782-3951
731-336-5288
4111Md!

•

t Times

s-A OCIL
!IS ORRINDelivery •
TR/Home .
866-270rmn exp.
)
d
5.com

Owner'.
ONLY:••••
ight from
$I 25pm
se often &
atoll availxced deals at T&T!
82

an-Bonus,
-Sometime,
)r Lease
available
-A and 6
xperience
441-4271

JSXpress,
Transport
looking for
lees Get
io to Work
tatting Pay

MORE
Sign-On
-43 cpm/
i0 Lease/
led. Classiths recent
d. 800-635-

CLASSIFIEDS

Murray Ledger & Times

so\vbte

Lana Auction

t Drisc \X,
tst. VItirr.as,

SI kis!

1811

*7.xtACRES

ISI I

ME WEEKIORE PAY?
Heartland's
Regional,
,mpany drivir Operators,
OTR
ths
lEARTLAND
I -800-441heartlandex-

3 TO BUY

Buy:
to
)(led tract of
e for hunting
ice must be
. 1-270-929-

s Offered

HOE &
:KING
HILL.
em, gravel, .
rock
2113
k & Track

ervite
TED BILLING
ERS AVAIL
TARTING AT

Office: 270-761-6790
Cell: 270-978-1007

BUILDING SITES, MINI FARM
"IRAGTS,GREAT DEER,TURKEY
AND SMALL GAME HUNTING,
PRIME LEVEL CROP LAND,A
TREMENDOUS TRACT OF LAND
IN CALLOWAY CO.

maTHE Murray Ledger 8
Times 000aidrs
da
sources relisble, but windo
curactes
occur
Readers using this information do so at their own
risk Although DIHRODS and
companies
rnentionee

REAL ESTATE TRACT ACREAGEI
I'3.141, 2* 31.205,3' 2.552,4'
2.544, 5' 2.525,6 8.697, 7* 7.686,
8* 5.435,9' 30.885, 10' 3.214

Handyman Services.
All remodeling.
No job too small.
Free estimates.
(731)247-3001
(731)363-3511

II(TIO1
•

PUBLIC AUCTION

r

illi
jiviass Mired

A-1111L-31r 4CTIIIC.111=11.X.ftir) 11 \I
311aattaaraisiriy. 110scrit- 279tRa - 1 IIR:tlea ALM
Paarelwasse Arssa Aquaculture Ceispasrativis
AIM

11C MIL mr„

Keeors8se
11525 State" FIceiulteb 1E07'

attiycye•

sail 1/111.-se-ye•Iscvss_s-ye

In zi Tracts And Ira Correhilnatimas
sianiflo To The Highest Ethilider!!
TRACT 1 • 13.42 ACRES IMPROVED WITH A USE NEW MIN BUILDING
SPLIT FACE MASONRY CONSTRITC11011,
LOWER & UPPER OFFICES • BREAK ROOM - COMMERCIAL RESTROONS
INCLUDING A 40160 OPEN AREA W/18' CEILING
ALSO WITH 601100 WAREHOUSE, NEW IN 2003
PRE ENGINEERED STEEL CONSTRUCTION
TWO LOADING DOCKS WITH OVERHEAD DOORS
Tract 2 - 7.134 Acres - Tract 3 - 16_64 Acres
Tract 4 - 15.44 Acres With 4 Fish Ponds
For Information Contact
Tom French, President At 270-705-7861

15% DOWN WM A illatapan Dessat Of $3,000.10 Par Waal, Balms,In 30 Days
41
.
-1-14:=)ITV /-11 IC 1--I L_ I
Li
.
S

\(.1 \II \l
• weekly & special pickups
• locally owned/operated
759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784

JOE'S JOBS

753-4344 • 227-5(.44
FUTRELL
MOBILE
WASH

Selling With No Reserve Kubota M5400 Tractor, MFWD, 983 Hours, SN
Cleaning for:
60925 With LA1001 Loader • -Like New" Cat Model EP16KT Electric 3000 Lb
boats.
Forklift, 135 Hours, 36 Volt Battery Pac, 131" Mast,47 Forks, With Side Shift, 3
pontoons.
Wheel Zero Radius Turn SN ETB4B01674 •"Same As New' Ferro Five Series
concrete, vinyl.
Model FR18HK750 Forklift Battery Charger • Cat Model NPP40 Electric 4000
fences brick
Lb Pallet Truck • IR 80 Gallon SHP Vertical Air Compressor, 135 PSI • 3P1 Box
Blade • 3P1 Rotary Cutter •••• '02 Chevy Silvered° Duramax Diesel 25001-ID '
honsi••.
motor
Extenda Cab 4x4 Pickup With Hercules 8' Refrigeration Unit With Thermo King
campers. elr
V-200 Max Unit • 95 GMC TopKid(, Cat Engine,6 Speed, With Hackney 18.5
Refrigeration Unit With Thermo King TD-11 Max Unit•'96 International 4900, DT
(270)759-1639
Diesel, 24' Flat With 3 Live Fish Tanks & Blower, Equipped For Liquid
(270)293-3273
ogen • '90 Chevy C65, 8.2 Diesel, Automatic Trans With Gridron 12.5'
48'
Dane
Great
'90
•
Unit
MD-II
King
Thermo
With
Unit
frigeration
frigeration Trailer With Thermo King Super II TK Unit •'88 Chevy 20 Series
4 Suburban ••••• Monarch 15' Jon Boat, 25 HP, Trailer, Trolling Motor • ABI
NEED A
lion System • 3 Compartment SS Sink • Plastic Pallets • Premier 5000 LB
METAL ROOF?
e System • Approx 350 - 15Lb Totes • Bird 3334 Band Saw • 10.5' Wide
x 13' Depth x 9.5' Height Walk In Freezer •8' Wide x 8' Depth x 8' Height Walk
CALL
In Cooler • Many Other Support Items ••• Several Office Desks - Computer
1270)752-0414
Desks • L- Shape Desk • Computers, Printers • Credenza • File Cabinets •
Fax Machines • Copier •
Ask forDarren
Conference Table & Chairs • Desk Chairs •
Bookcases,-Shelves • Starplus Triad 5 Station 4 Line Phone System •
Nightengale
Calculators • Time Clock • EZ Pay Time Clock & Attendance System • Safe •
Ibico Binding Machine Lots 01 Miscellaneous Office Supplies • Break Room
Selling Subject To Confirmation.. Artic Temp
Refrigerator - Microwave
The Place to
Model 1000SMVT Industrial Ice Machine, 3 Phase, 60 Hertz Electrical Supply
With Sell Contained Air Cooled Compressor, 6,500 Lbs Ice Production 0 70
Start.... Murray
Degree Water Temperature, Stainless Steel, Including Legs With Top And
Ledger & Times
Storage Bin • Cryogenic Freezing System, Individual Quick Freeze Tunnel,
Triple Pass, Liquid Nitrogen • Individual Quick Frozen Tall Glazer Over And
Motor
And
Frame
With
2'Lx4'W
Under Spray Bar System, Stainless Steel Belt
Controller, Used With The Cryogenic Freezing System • Individual Quick Frozen
Infeed Belt Conveyor, 361_,x4'W Radius Turn, Stainless Steel Frame With Motor
Control • SISCO Products Cooler/Freezer Compartment - Extenor Dimensions
40'x72', 18' Inside Height, Styrene Insulation, 26 Gage GaNinised Finish, Seven
- 8'x10' Manual Single Slide Heated Doors - Freezer Refrigeration Package- Four
Heatcraft CDT-1200-63 Outdoor Condensing Units, Four Model CME-260
Evaporators, Cooler Refrigeration Pacage - MOH-050-073 Outdoor Condensing
Complete Settlement Day 01 Sale!!
Linn, Two CMA-I55 Evaporators

MURRAY,KY - 1215 Diuguid Dr. - Diuguid
Drive is off Hwy. 641 - turn left at Best
Western, on Diuguid Drive go 2 blocks, auction on left.
Selling antiques, uniques & collectibks or
Norris L Rowland
thriallaitains vlal fir mbar
1950s popcorn machine (Popcorn Shop. States Nodal*
Inc.. 10t. Works good)•40 old assorted clocks - wall. Inasde, pandfadier, cuckoo + 1 gallon Jug • Bidemian Distillery
Co., Paducah. Ky + old doctor's tools•old clock pats. new
grandfather clock kit + 1910 old denial au compressor, Pelton
& Crane Co • old oak dresser • old taxi cab meter • old
wooden aleil drawer from A B Beal Hardware • old RR lock
& key • old key collection + floor safe. Mosier Safe & Lock
Co + old phonograph horn •(rusk' cylinder records. 45s &
33 I/3S• 1875 SiaelllIfiC Amencan Catalog • old Coke hordes• Edison Battery Oil bottle•121 Coca Cola lamps. Coke
trays + old history book on first five presidents • old Victrola
& records • assorted glass, Fire King, green & pink depression, cake stands & glass baskets + silver deposit glass v pocket flask•Hull piece•old wall telephone + Daisy 52588 gun
•old cap & ball rifle •old fans•old tire vulcanizer • i2) old
trunks + old scales • commercial dishwasher (stainless) •
Rem«,natural gas. heater. 100.009 BTU + rack stands•2 by.
air compressor•drill press•goodie sr/stand•Craftenan10"
table ew•orhoe Meta shop labia•4 drawer likes cable
office desk + 2 office chain• Sanyo refrigerator (apartment)
+ aluminum extension ladder •2 step ladders • 2 sets scat
folds + Big Joe lift 198)1k,. capacity•assorted tools•sockets • impact wrenches « air wrenches • pipe wrenches •
refrigerator filler gauges RI:34A • 1984 GMC Van. Vandura
2500, V13, auto and rnuch more assorted merchandise
REFRESHMENTS ANAILAILE NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR ACCIDENTS

TERMS & C()NDMONS Complete %raiment day of auctiim
Payable In CASH,CASHIER'S CHECK,.PERSONAL CHECK
aid. CURRENT BANK LETTER OF CREDIT guaranteeing pay
men, made to Doug Taykw Ahoon Service required by ALL per•
...to Mil perv.ally lino., by the auction company

FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT:
VA*

gay1114 audisa Setwl.

Auctioneer Di Real Ens. Broker
MB Adkins Lane • Puryear, TN MIES I
Telephoner/311247-571M
Dung Taylor, Auctioneeentaillor Tn. Lir. /2027
Ky. Lk. II1P7211 Iltut 01732
-Thrlor Made AStheal Anr Beare

s\Nkte Real Estate

R. CASH
.JAIV1ES REAL
ESTATE BROKER
AUCTIONEER 8
FANCY FARM. KY- 270-623-8466
I RC
I_c ---ME SELLING MAGI/INF

EAU'S
ruction

TTENTION:
nRsr TIME
HOME BUYERS &
REAL ESTATE
INVESTERS

Saturday Oct. 27'2007
10:00 AM
LOCATION:6565 & 6620 State Route 94 East,

Sedalia, KY(Tr -City). Signs Posted!!

Regaitszte:i
6565 STATE ROUTE 94 FAST'
Being A 2 Bedroom, 1 Bath Florne
g large Living Room,
lea
Kitchen, I larclwrxxl Floors & Nice
Garage. Situated On A 90'
x 240' Size Lot,

g *Decks
ding 'All
irovements

78-2111
4/Insured
Cleaning
111 external
inyl. fences.
27-7176

NOYMAN
he odd jobs
have time
3r
iding, roofs.
cks
5438

7-211134
..L'S Tree
vice
removal
riding fire
ured 489

Treo
Free
hone
3267
IG
151
'88

est,
436

PUBLIC AUCTION
Saturday, Oct. 27, 2007•10 a.m.
Al the Dan Miller Auction Barn, Lynn Grove, KY.
From Mayfield. KY take 121 South through Coldwater, KY,turn south onto Hwy.
1136. follow to suction. From %lune KY take Hwy.34 West to I.ynn Grove, KY.
See auction sips.
Small oak teacher's desk - (2) nice overstuffed chairs - nice baby bed - queen
bed w/dresser - other odd beds - sofa & chairs - nice dining tables & chairs - nice
china cabinet - curio cabinet lighted & nun-or back - nice large cuno cabinet oak secretary desk w/glass door bookcase and bevel mirror - free standing what
not w/mirrors in back - lamp parts -(21 old dressers - large lighted entertainment
cabinet - old hanging mirrors- nice Haddorff Veruchord piano - regular bed &
dresser - other old spool bed - nice electric sewing machine - microwave oven Clean set of king site mattress & springs - gun rack - nice coffee & end tables lamps - old floor reading lamps - knee hole desk & chair -(2)stereo record player & radios - wood breakfast set - nice pictures & frames - small children's
chairs - one man saw -(2)crosscut Saws - foot locker- fishing equipment - metal
keg - bicycle - coat rack -12)frost free refrigerators - electric cook stove - washer & dryer - floor model electric fan- ha of 78 & L.P. records - new small charcoal grill - Wagner paint sprayer - (2)fine pieces of U.S.A. Hull all - other-old
glass & china - small kitchen appliances - flatware - cast iron items - pots & pans
- yard chairs - Fisher heating stove - small cast iron cook stove - 512 Lift
Vermalte Co 500 lb. cap %/extensions - 1988 Ford E350 - 16'sT x90- wide.
shine.
This is a partial listing. Will he an all dav auction. Auction held rain or
Not responsible for accidents. Lunch Availabk.

DAN MILLER 435-4144. DARRELL BEANE 435-4420
TERRY D. PASCHALL 767-9223 AUCTIONEERS
Licensed & Bonded In KY & Tenn :1281 Firm 2333
My Service Doesn't Cost It Pays

FREE PALLETS
Loading Dock of Murray Ledger & Times
First Come - First Serve
Please No Phone Calls

GREG TRAVIS/Ledger & Times
LEARNING ABOUT FARM AND HOME SAFETY: Calloway
County High School sophomore students participated in
Tuesday's annual Safety Day program at Murray State
University's William "Bill" Cherry Agricultural and Exposition
Center. The event, sponsored by the Calloway County
Conservation District, is designed to teach students about
everyday safety around the farm and home. The program featured many hand-so learning activities including agnbility,
earthquakes, weather, ATV safety, electricity, skin, personal
and grain safety, first aid and disasters. Pictured above, Ginny
Harper, nght, Calloway County Extension Agent for 4-H/Youth
Development, works with CCHS sophomore Haley McCuiston
on a visual safety demonstration.

SATURDAY,OCT.27,2007• 10:00 AM

293-404S
)9,
leaning
506 731 -

FREE to a good home
6 year old male tabby
& 3 year old female
Both
are
fixed,
declawed & had shots,
prefer they go together.
Cat
lovers
only
(270)293-7030
8AM-10PM

NEED HELP?

KEIL INTITE

A Leader in Land Marketing Your PILlieSS1001:411 ALICtI0110C15
3855 ST. Rt. 45 North • Maylloki, KY 42066
(2/0) 24/-3253 • 600-380-4318
V-16 0211
Visit 001' W060153: wiNvv.harrisauclIons.coin

293-8688

of its employees accept
any responsibtety whatsoever for Mar( ot tivitleS

AUCTION HELD Al' I YNN (YROVII RFS FAURANT
Call For Detaikd Brochure or Viain wca2ahhigdogigjegg.gam
REAL ESTATE I LRMS: 15% Down Day OfSak Beibincie In 30 Days.

nituni

Quicker. Better.
Cheaper,

herein are believed to be
reputable. The Murray
Ledger & Times,'nor any

BUY ANYTRACT,COMBINATION,OR ENTIRE. PROPERTID
Calloway County FSA Farm * 3610 - Having 94.1 Acres In Cropland. With Coin Be..0(47.3
Acres, And Soybean Base 46.8 Aare*. IDCP Total 2007 Annual Payment $1,474.00 &Marv.

Visit parineaarcast-s_corrs Sc:sr IDeatestistt

way

Commercial/Residential
Remodeling, Additions,
Repairs, Concrete & Roofing

\D INAI SI \II

5.Z3-3
4 421.11M --E

Flatbed
W PAYING
Earn
eP!
'LUS 6%
)me every
id 1-2 times
3reat benemg 401K!
:lass-A CDL
,ash Valley
Inc.
ion,
6 - 6 30 5
ine.com

General Contracting

Location: Sugp Rd., Raytwurn Rd.& Mayberry IA,Lynn Grove,
KY - From Lynn Grove, KY Take Hwy. 893 South (Rayburn Rd.)
3 Miles To Suggs Rd. Then West .3 Miles To Farm. Sign,Posted!

6-0411111101107-14Iirl-#

have
gional posinmediately I
nker req'd
14-3061 or
IWW oakley-

Calhoun Construction, LLC

Saturday November 3rd 2007
OP 10:00 AM

III(J111 1)801)1( llE 9+.1 VMS!II

Itursday, October 25, 2007 •5B

6620 STATE ROUTE 94 FAST* Being
A 2 Bedroom I Kith Aluminum Siding
Home Featuring Living Room. Utility
Romn,Breakfast Area, 1 Car Capon.
Other Features Include I Lirdwood Floors
& A Concrete Drive, All Settled On A
70's 130' Size Lot. Home Is Ready 16
y
!Mose Into.

/tortes & Lots in Tri-C,,,,

GREAT LOCATION! CLOSE TO MAYFIELD
JUST MINUTES FROM MURRAY, KY ON HWY. 94 EAST,
REAL ESTATE - APTQUES - FURNITURE - SLASSINAIRE - TOOLS
FURNITURE Cedar th.fs.. 2 I rooks. Sued Wardrobe, Ihep leaf table, Zenith
Console IV. Metal Storage Cabinets, Maple Hutch, Curio Hutch, Dining
Room Table w/6 Chairs, Wooden Pantry, Singer Sewing Machine & Cabinet,
Arnana Chest Eype Freezer, tomer Hutch, Full Size Solid Maple Bedroom
Suite (Bed. Drente Chest Of 1/rawer. & Night Stand). Bassett Full Sire tkd
wit:hest Of 1/rassers & Dresser. Recliners, 2 Couches. Love Seat,(offee
Table & I,nd 1 able,. Window Unit. Exercise Bike. Microwave Can. Quilts.
Suit Cases.

GLASSWARE/MISC.- Take Plates. Illender, Lamps. Cookware. t oolOe Jars.
(-ruche Dishes, [upperCanister Set. Croat Pots. Iron Skillets. I•yres Bowls.
-are hem*. Lamps. Mirrors, Figurines.[land Painted Plates. Flower Vela. Salt
& Pepper Shakers, Books.
TOOLS/ROWERS EMI' Snapper Riding Mower, Pods Mower, Front lines
tiller, Old Golf(art. Wheel Barrow. Electric Weed Eater. Step Ladders, Hand
tools, Ciareien 1601s. Wash Tubs.
Beds.
DOLLS/DOLL ACCESSORIES 250 Dolls, Doll Chairs, Doll Stands.
1 WI Cradles.
Down I by or sale Balance in in Days. Make Inalt Inspeomm Poor
R}JU.
1.1(as Of Sik. Kuser gill lie Requires) It. Sign A I rid Based Pains Will-re You May Vies
In I he .kim ten hate By Userxiing 'Ihr Selling Agents Al"
Prior
moms,
he Property
Ethyl Bid Pei, And intim/n.1 In flie( omen-, Pricr
1.,,711111,1 IPA Kr Added
Wok Prop., Istroolso“..,
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Horoscope
BIRTHDAY for
HAPPY
Friday, Oct. 26, 2007:
You will be juggling various
interests. Careful! You could
easily go on overload if you
don't develop a stress-buster or a
relaxing hobby. Accept new and
creative ideas and willingly funnel them into your work and
daily lives. If you are single,
many people would love to be
your sweetie, but you have few
admirers you would choose as
your sweetie. Choose with care.
Getting someone out of your life
could be difficult. If you are
attached, your life will go in a
new direction if you are willing
to defer more or agree to disagree. TAURUS has the same
issues as you but can be very
challenging.
The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic;
4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so;
I -Difficult
ARIES(March 21-AprIl 19)
*** You might attempt to be
rational, but the pressure of
today's Full Moon could get to
you. It seems others might need
a dollar or two, here and there.
Before you know it, you feel like
the Grand National Aries Bank!
Tonight: Willingly say no.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
***** You might be more
challenging than you are aware
of. Someone might question your
actions, so much so that you are
not able to feel spontaneous.
Instinctively you know what
works. Follow your sixth sense.
Tonight: In the social whirlwind.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
*** You feel like too much is
going on way too fast. The lack
of control you express could be
uncomfortable. Note a tendency
to overreact or do something
quite strange. Know when to say
enough. Tonight: An early bedtime just might feel great.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
***** Aim for precisely what
you want. Friends support you,
but if you hit a hassle, you'll
come up with one good answer
after another. Allow yourself to
be spontaneous and flourish.
Surprises head your way
Tonight: Let your hair down.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
*** If you're not careful, you'll
get involved in others' twists and
turns. Be sure you want to be
this involved. Much might wash
over you that you would prefer
not to. You easily could find yourself between a rock and a hard
place. Tonight Count on a late
night

lacimilles Naar
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
***** Though you might easily see both sides of an issue,
you still could find that you are
juggling to keep everyone civil.
Find the midpoint or a way both
might be right. Decide to agree
to disagree. Tonight: Go where
there is music and distraction.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** Your more possessive
side emerges, and you might
have your hands full trying to find
the right answers. How you deal
with someone could change radically if you become frustrated
and angry. Good news follows
you. Tonight: Dinner with a
friend.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
***** Pressure builds, and
you might not be sure which way
to go. If you are questioning
some changes, you will see
other opportunities. Decide that it
is OK to head down a more
appropriate path. Tonight: Let
someone surprise you.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21)
*** You might be overworked
and tired. Look toward completing existing projects and don't
even consider anything new, not
even a discussion. You easily
could be overwhelmed. Many
people make requests. Tonight:
Easy does it.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** Where others hit a
bump, you, on the other hand,
start thinking until you find an
answer. In your book, there are
no problems, only solutions.
Make it your job in the near
future to follow that line of thinking. Tonight: Allow more spice
into your life.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
*** Deal with basics. Clearly
you might not be able to avoid a !:
situation any longer. What was
easy might no longer be. Listen.;
to your instincts with money. The
less spent, the better off you will •
be. Follow-through counts.
Tonight: Mosey on home.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
***** Speak your mind.
Sometimes a more creative style
draws much stronger results. Be
willing to say what you want and
not hold back so much.
Investigate new possibilities with
an eye toward professional
growth Tonight: Out and about.
BORN TODAY
Singer Mahaha Jackson (1911),
Sen Hillary Rodham Clinton
(1947), TV host Pat Sajak (1948)
Jacqueline Bigar Is on the
Internet at http:/hvww.lacquelineblgarcom.
(c) 2007 by King Features
Syndicate Inc.
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LooldupBack
District Beta Club meeting She
sang • song, "lhe gift," which
she composed She accomparued
herself on the guitar

to years ago
Published is a pietsue of Donna
1 ink of Lexington, N C. giving
*Met to her soa Duran's coon
dog during a break in the action
of the Professional Kennel Club's
World Hunt Championship at Ken'
lake State Park About 2.500 entries
competed in the 10-day event for
$225,000 in pnzes The photo was
by Staff Photographer Bernard

40 years ago

Joe Forsee, Ken Thomas. David
McGee, Glenda Dale, Kim Pennington and Dianne West, all of
Murray. are among the 23 members of the Murray State Utuversity Choir.
Sgt Charles W Hargis. assisKane
BIrthb reported include a girl tant post commander of Post 1
of the Kentucky State Police. Mayto Mitzi and Si.ou English. Oct
field, was the guest speaker at a
21
meeting of the Murray Business
Murray High School Lady
and Professional Women's Club
fliers lost 2-1 to Marshall CounMurray State University Racty Lady Marshals in the chiunpiin
onship game of First Regional ers lost 8-7 to Last Tennessee
a football game
Soccer Tournament at ('alloway
50 years ago
County High School
Plc Joe D Grogan has grad20 years ago
uated from the six-week Wheel
('alloway County and Murray
Vehicle Course at the Army's EuroHigh School counselors have
pean Ordnance School in Fuessen,
planned a combined College career
Night on (At 29 from 7 to 8 10 Gemiany
The Quartet of Lynn Grove High
pm. at Calloway County High
School Unit of the Parent-Teacher
School This IS the fourth year
Association presented a program
that the two schools have,conat a meeting of the unit Memducted the joint program
bers of the quartet are Mrs Jim
Births reported include a boy
Scott, Mrs Clifford Miller. Lowto Teresa and Steven King. a girl
Lee Artnto Lon and Eddie Morns and a ell Key and :Thomas
boy to Lisa and Barry Harrell. strong.
60 years ago
Oct. 22.
George Hart, president of the
Paintings of Cromwell Hauge,
Board of Commissioners of Murlocal artist, are now on display
ray Hospital, announced that the
at the Calloway County Public
board had made an agreement will
Library
the Mason Heirs to purchase the
30 years ago
A stretch of Chestnut Street. Murray Hospital from the Mason
be raised.
closed since Sept 12 to build a estate if the money can
The hoard agreed to pay the Masqn
pedestrian overpass on the Murheirs $16,000 and in return receok
ray State University campus, may
title to the entire Mason properhe open to traffic in early November. according to the Department ty.
The new Girl Scout House,
of Transportation Bureau of Highlocated on Sharpe Street in the Murways
Laura Lee Fones. sophomore ray City Park, will be dedicated
Lowry
at Calloway County High School. Oct. 26 with Mrs. ('.S
acting as nustress of ceremonies.
won the talent contest at the First

about it.
Should I tell this WWI=
that if she can't be supportive, she should keep a respectful distance? Or should I let
Jason and his father deal with
her? I am too upset by her
behavior in general to separate this issue from her usual
judgmental, self-righteous and
gossipy nature, and would like
never to speak to her again,
but I'm sure that's not a constructive solution to the problem. Thank you for your insight.
-- IRATE IN NEW YORK
DEAR IRATE: Let's view
the situation from your mother-in-law's point of view for
a moment. Being "deeply religious,' it follows that she
believes sex outside marriage
is wrong, and the baby is
"proor that her grandson had
sex -- unprotected, yet! -- with
his girlfriend. Being the town
gossip, she realizes that others are talking, and she feels
it reflects somehow upon her.
From a "contemporary" point
of view, having a baby without being married is no longer
the shock and disgrace that it
was when your mother-in-law
was a girl.
Because you are angry, it
would be better to let your
son and your husband tell her
to calm down. And, specifically, your husband should
share his "flash of wisdom"
with his mother. The fact that
your younger son did not
receive a similar letter from
his grandmother is a reflection of her skewed sense of
priorities.

Todaylnillstory
By The Associated Press
Today is 1 hur sday, Oct 25.
the 298th day of 2007 There are
67 days left an the year
Today's Highlight in History
On Oct 25, 1854, the "Charge
the Light Brigade' took place
during the Crimean War as an
English brigade of mire than 600
men, lacing hopeless odds, charged
the Russian army and suffered
heavy losses
On this date
In 1760, Bntain's King George

III succeeded has late grandfather,
George II
In 1951, peace talks aimed at
ending the Korean War resumed
in Panmunjom after 61 days
In 1957, mob boss Albert Anastasia. the "Lord High Executioner" of "Murder Inc ," was shot
to death in a barber shop inside
the Park Sheraton Hotel in New
York
In 1957, the movie musical
"Pal Joey," starring Frank Sinatra, Rita Hayworth and Kim Novak,

was released.
In 1962. U.S ambassador Adlai
E. Stevenson presented photographic evidence of Soviet-built missile bases in Cuba to the U.N.
Security Council
In 1971, the tl.N General
Assembly voted to admit mainland China and expel Taiwan.
In 1983, a U.S -led force invaded Grenada at the order of President Reagan. who said the action
was needed to protect U.S. ciutens there
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Pain not in
reader's head
at a time. CeleDEAR DR. GOTT: I read walk a little
I have been
work.
doesn't
brex
I
and
day
your column every
have to live with
want to thank you for the good told I will
it, but sometimes I get so
advice you give to us all.
I don't know how
I have had three back sur- depressed.
I can take the
geries, which I believe left me much longer
muscles are always
with fibromyalgia and chron- pain. My
pain. in spasm.
ic
I would love to be able to
put
They
others, but
large screws volunteer and help
when
in my spine how can I help others
I do
myself?
help
cannot
I
put
and
recomdoctors
the
everything
in
them
wits'
crooked. mend, but I am at my
or a
They then end, and I am not crazy
had to take hypochondriac.
I take vitamins but do not
out
them
want to get addicted to prethey
because
Dr. Gott were press- scription drugs.
on
ing
By
DEAR READER: You cerand
Dr. Peter Gott nerves
causing me tainly qualify as an unfortuwith chronic pain
so much pain I could hardly nate patient
If you haven't
walk. The doctor said it was syndrome.
to a pain clinic.
all in my head and that some already, get
services are specifpatients just wanted to have sur- These useful
to help patients
gery. I told him I was not one ically designed
you are awaitWhile
pain.
in
I
say.
to
Needless
them.
of
call, try alteroffice
your
ing
specialist.
another
for
looked
such as
therapies,
native
the
removed
that
The doctor
therphysical
and
e
acupunctur
was
it
that
screws assured me
not in my head. I do not go apy.
Later, the specialist can preto doctors unless I have a
scribe an appropriate remedy
good reason.
be alleviatI have been in pain for the so your pain can
to suffer.
last 10 years. I am 75 years ed. You don't have
To give you related inforold. I was taking Vioxx for
you a
the pain, and it really helped. mation, 1 am sending
Report
Health
my
of
copy
premany
given
I have been
Pain."
scriptions for the pain, but "Managing Chronic
like
none worked like the Vioxx. Other readers who would
long,
Now that they have taken it a copy should send a
enveoff the market, I don't know self-addressed, stamped
, PO
what to take for the pain. It lope and $2 to Newsletter
44092.
is horrible to live with it. I Box 167, Wickliffe, OH
title.
try to walk as much as I can, Be sure to mention the
only
can
I
pain.
the
to
due
but

DEAR ABBY: I have a big
problem. My sister keeps telling
me not to use a lot of water
because in the future my greatgrandchildren are not going to
have enough water. Now I feel
like I should never have sex
because I do not want my
great-grandchildren to suffer.
Yeah, I know I am only
13, and I am already thinking
about my children. Should I
Just forget it or never have
children? Please, I need your
help! -- WHAT ABOUT THE
FUTURE, ROCKFORD. 'TENN.

DEAR WHAT ABOUT
THE FUTURE: You may be
only 13, but it is wonderful
that you are already thinking
about how to make the world
a better place for your children. What you should NOT
be obsessing about at your age
is having sex.
How much more constructive it would be to focus your
intellectual energies on discovering new ways to create
potable drinking water. (We
need more women in the sciences!) As to our natural
resources in the meantime, use
what you need, but don't be
wasteful. Let your conscience
be your guide.

CootractBridge
I ast dealer.
Both sides vulnerable.
NORTH
•A .1
•(,) it 4
•K 2
•K Q 1093
EAST
WEST
•
•10 9 8 6 4 3
•6 3
•J 9 7 5
•10 9 7 6 5
•8 3
4.1 8 7 5
•2
SOUTH
•K Q 5
K 102

•Al 4
•A 64
The bidding:
North
West
South
East
7 NT
Pass
2 NT
Pass
spades.
ten of
Opening lead
"Holmes," said Watson. as he sat
dejectedly in his easy chair inscribing the hand shown, "I experienced
another crushing defeat at the club
today. As you know, I have been losing steadily over the past fortnight,
though in all candor I must say I have
held my fair share of the cards.
"Alas, an evil scourge seems to
pursue me and, to add to my woes,
each time I am on the verge of a triumph, an unexpected quirk of fate
conspires to depnve me of it. 1 find
that I have now acquired a defeatist
attitude at the table."
The great detective's deep-set

eyes twinkled as he reached for the
diagrammed deal. "Tell me of your
latest experience," he said.
"I was South," the doctor replied
sadly, "and quickly found myself in
seven notrump. I won the spade lead
with the ace and cashed three hearts,
learning that West held four to the
knave. When 1 next played the king
and a low club to the ace, West
showed out, leaving me with only 12
tricks and no hope of a 13th. 1 was
extraordinarily unlucky to encounter
such a filthy lie of the cards. The
odd, most have been 2040-I in my
fa,or."

"Alas, my dear friend," said
Holmes, reaching for his pipe, "you
think but you do not reason. You
failed to explore fully all the aspects
of the hand. You should have cashed
the K-Q of spades afler cashing the
K-Q-A of hearts.
"Had you done so, you would
base learned that West started with
six spades and four hearts. When you
next led the ace and a low diamond
to the queen and West followed suit,
you would have established beyond
any doubt that West had at most one
club. You would therefore cash the
king of clubs, then lead the nine and
finesse against East's knave with
absolute certainty of success."
analysis,
remarkable
"A
Ilolmes," said the doctor, admiringly.
"Purely elementary, my dear
Watson." the great detective replied.

Tomorrow: Bidding quiz.

Crosswords
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1 vet patient
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CONKS/ FEATURES
Gossiping grandmother is
meddling in family affairs
DEAR ABBY: Our 23-yearold son, 'Jason. told me yesterday about a letter he had
received from his grandmother. In it she complained that
she's embarrassed by his having fathered a child out of
wedlock and said the situation
is •very difficult' for
her. She is
deeply religious, but
known for
her affinity
for gossip.
Our
younger
Dear Abby son, "Connor,* spent
last summer
By Abigail
in jail for
Van Buren
stealing
from us and possession of a
controlled substance, but he
did not receive a similar letter.
Although I would have preferred that Jason and his girlfriend had taken more time to
build their relationship and
marry before adding a baby
to the family, they are very
happy about the impending
arrival, and he has purchased
a beautiful nng. I don't think
my inother-in-law's attempt to
shame him into marriage would
make a solid foundation for
their relationship, nor does a
guilt trip make a healthy honeymoon getaway.
My husband, in a rare flash
of wisdom, suggested (but not
to has mother) that if the situation is too "difficult" for
her, perhaps she ought not talk
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Playfully shy
Gorilla
Red flowers
News services
Tomahawk
Go team'
Comic-book
heroes (hyph )
8 Panda fodder

1
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3
4
5
6
7

Answer to Previous Puzzle
BAND
MALT
YIN
EVE °LIM
ILEA
DIEM
MAP
LOCID
TEE
SKATE
HOG
INPUT
ON ERA NE
KilL N
ALUM
BA LH ME
ICES
ATLEAM
HUSKS
RES
!TAM]
EAR
VEAL
POT
ALK
OGLE
EMT
DIE
D ROI MOEla
MEDS
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9 Lett Bank pal
10 Well-put
12 Like melting
snow
16 Printers
measure
10

tr

c

alawa"

mil
soL
.
AO
FolEANIJ -rsc.)
SOMETIMES 1 LIE AWAKE AT NIEAT
AM uUST STARE INTO THE DARKNESS..

4 Harpo or Chico
8 Sheep call
11 Comics
penguin
13 Reason to cram
14 Fuse word
15 Gave a hotter
17 Solitary
19 Column type
21 Tip of a pen
22 Wide
divergences
24 Come
to the rescue
26 Juicy pear
29 Raw -fish
delicacy
31 Shadowy
33 Not lust my
34 Western st
35 Jabber
37 Knights
address
39 Tenn neighbor
40 A Gershwin
42 Collar

44 Gold-orange
gem
46 Youngster
48 Thieves
hangout
50 Adult filly
51 Irritate
53 D Artagnan s
creator
55 Maiden
58 Lama's chant
61 Royal symbol
62 Bough
64 Detected
65 Kind of system
66 Asset
67 Sauna site

THEN A VOICE COMES TO ME THAT SAYS
•STOP STARING...MVO MAKING 1)5 NERVOUS

MINIM ill
NM
MUM MEM MOM
WIMMEMM MIONMEM
MEM ME
MA= Mild Mad
MEM MEd MI
NM Mild Mild AM
MIN NM MEd=
Mild Mid MINI
MEd MEM=
MIAMMINI AMMINA
MEM ABM MOM
MOM AM= MEM

Feature Syndicate Inc

18 Tease
20 England s FBI
22 NASA wear
(hyph )
23 Singing
cowpoke
25 Negative

prefix
27 Beet product
28 Fad

30 Holm or
Fleming
32 With to Fritz
36 Walk softly
38 Chanot race
bettors
41 Arms position
43 Converted
sofa
45 Glues down
47 Oh cousins

49 Deadens
52 Seaweed
54 Mrs Kettle
55 Fawn parent
56 Fly balls path
57 Mae West role
59 GOP member
60 Santa winds
63 Frat letter
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Tgi

•

Sidbin Stockade

Favorite Restaurant
Los Portales
I. as°rite Mexican Restaurant

Parker Ford
Favorite Auto Dealer

Southside Barber
Favorite Barber Shop

Massey's BP
Favorite Gas Statioa

Dr. Randy Taylor
Favorite Dentist

_ August Moon
Favorite Chinese Restaurant
Bad Bob's BBQ
Favorite BBQ Restaurant

Movie Gallery
Favorite Video Rental

Or. Moffitt
Favorite Orthodontist

Neon Beach
Favorite Training Solon

Dumplin's
Favorite Place To Get Dewier*

Walter's Pharmacy
Favorite Drug Store

Dr. Richard Blalock
Favorite Family Practitioser
Wee Care
Favorite Day Care

Sonic
Favorite Piece To Get A Borger

Gar' Haverstock
Favorite Attorney

Cunningham Auto
Favorite Auto Repair

Mitt l's
Favorite Place Tr, Get Pius

Rollins Hills
Favorite LoadscapissfLown Service

Favorite Oil Change Service

Cracker Barrel
Favorite Place To Get Breakfast

The Murray Bank
Favorite Bank

Mitchell Bros.
Favorite Paving Service

Dairy Queen
Favorite Place To Get A Milkshake

LaVerda Rutledge, BB&T

Murray State University
Favorite Caterer

Sifibin_Stockade
Favorite Steak Home

Foster
Favorite Chiropractor

_ _lirlbin Stockade_____

Shemwell's
Favorite Antique Store

Favorite Place To Rat Bullet

McDonald'S
Favorite Place To Get FM Food

Favorite Raab Teller
Scott

Pro Wash
Favorite Cur Wadi

Martha's Restaurant
Favorite Place To Get Rowe Cabby

Flowers by Whitney

Big Apple Cafe
asorite After 5 itingent

The Place

layout, Coffee House
Sammon's
ssortte Bakery
Favor* Place To Get Catfish
Kroger
Favorite Grocery Store

Miller Memorial
Favorite Golf Course
•

YuEetY2,71 879,00°

Randy Hutchens
Favorite Elected Official
Hilliard Lyons

Fayed*, Brakerflavestmesit Firm

Favorite Gift Shop

Favorite Ladies Clothing

IC Penney's
Favorite Clothing Store
McKinney Insurance
Favorite Insurame Agency
Paint Plus
Favorite Paint Store
Murray Lumber
Favorite Limber Yard
Murray Animal Hospital
Favorite Veterkaariaa

Brinn's

Oakwood Studio
Favorite Photography Studio
(nix Jewelers
Favorite Jewelry Store

Murray Aopliance
Favorite Appliance Store
New Life Christian
Favorite Bookstore
Dr. Courtney & Dr, Jarvis
Favorite Optometrist
Tommy West
Favorite Physical Therapist
MCCH Wellness (tr.
Favorite Fitness Center
Frame Village
Favorite Framing Store
Lowe's
Favorite Carpet Store

Murray Electric
Favorite Cable Provider

Lulu's

Burl's
Favorite Towing Service

Favorite Farnham Store
Faviwire Real Estate Agency

lioRbtriat

Holiday Inn Express

Kathy Kopperut
Favorite Reel Relate Agent

Rita's Neat Repeats

•

Bug Masters
Favorite Pest Control Service

Cingular

_ _
Favorite Coil Phase Provider

•

I.owes
Favorite Hardware Store

Favor* Hotel

Fayette Comigansent Shop

Wilson's Florist
Favorite Florist

Debbie lk Co

Favorite Hair Salm

Steele & Allbritten
Favorite Plumbing Service
D&M Heating & Cooling
Favorite Heating & Cooling Service

Thanks readers, for all your votes! We appreciate your support i'mour
6th annual Calloway County Favorites Contest.
*
I

/.
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Thanks For
Choosing Us...

us Mitirrireb Lu:
Termitv end Test

Town.You

We Appreciate
Your Business!

MOINIATACAUSWAY Cossnrit
Plaimams Bug DIAMItil LIM
irM11111111111 Poor Comma
essirosv ass%
BECAUSE MURRAY s"MAYS oun FAVORITE
WE'RE OFFERINC3 YOU TEMP VENTS INSTALLED FOR JUST $30EAcil
WfTH THIS AD (FrEouifia $40 EACH)

glossary ausramo0awn Cos
0641111111111211

Page 3

Voted Best Pizza in Murray
for the past 6 years!

The support of our customers
really does mean the world to us.
Thanks Again,
Matt B & Staff

1411 Main Street • 759-1234

270-761-BUGS(2847)
WE?AWAIT Tom BUGS,NOT YOUR WALUrn
FREE TER/ARE 1146F'EC1IONS •
Flixsou soots
.$30awaitRLY senvice

Lac/4.LN OIMIECIOPIIRATED

Milfray Bank
FDIC

753-LOAN OR 753-BANK

O

'Ilhursday, October 25, 2007

CRILOLNY COMITY FINORITES

Thun

Celebrating 24 years
ofservice to you.
THANK YOU!
Walter Mehr

715 S. 12th St.
Murray, KY
(270)753-1181

"VOTED MURRAY'S
FAVORITE DRUG STORE!"

Walter's Pharmacy
604 S. 12th St.•753-7688

Thank You For Voting Us #1
"GAS UP BEFORE YOU GO!"

Voted •1

Gas
Steam

2007

Owned & Operated by Hugh & tiara A1a—,1,
6 A.M. TO 10 P.M. EVERYDAY
1417 WEST MAIN STREET • MURRAY, KY
)
Home of Mc(lard's Towing • 753-9132
(
We know you.

NIN
101 46
CHOOSING
FOR
DENT%
TWAR
ROW
NEARS
6

from Dr. Randy Taylor,
Dr. Rich Vonnahme 8c Staff
(.6

•,‘",
Favorite
Dentist
4004

700 Whitnell Ave. • 753-9201

lie Place
Thank You
For Voting Us Favorite
Ladies Clothing Store
Two Years In A Row!
Ladies Fashions
and

ESTEE LAUDER
Cosmetics

305.c

S. 12' St. • Murray, Kentucky 42071 • Phone 753-5678

America's
Drivcr•la.

Locally Owned
& Operated Since 1991

Richard Parker,
Managing Partner
217 S. 12th St. • Murray
(270)759-9885

Thursday, October 25, 2007

COMM COURTY FRUORITES

Thanks for voting us
your Favorite
6 years in a row!

Page 5

MITCHELL

S. PAVING

"Over 40 Years Experience"

THANKS... We're honored to be voted
favorite paving company.
Our customers make us #1 and we truly appreciate it!
• NEW INSTALLATION • MAINTENANCE • EXCAVATING • SEAL COATING
701 Pottertown Rd.• Murray •753-1537
3493 St. Rt. 121 So.• Murray • 759-0501

We would Like to thank all4Dia 31t.itazda an.d CWm
who halm .14294 tontituis mut AUCCSAA!

Book Your Holiday Parties Now!
Carry-out Available • 759-4653

Thank You!
To all parents who voted us
favorite day care in
Calloway County
AND
To our
wonderful staff
for making our
day care great!!!
?1,..7

Day Care

appreciate this honor!

RANDY
HUTCHENS

OUR
AFTER Sago&
PRO6'RAMS
WEE CARE TOO
701 S. 4TH ST.
762-0202

Thanks so much
for your vote of
confidence. I am very
proud to serve this
county and truly

eial 48OUT

WEE CARE
109 S. 15TH ST.
753-5227

THANK You

WEE CARE III
212 N. 15th St.
762-1025

Calloway County District Judge

Thou
Thursday, October 25, 2007

CRAM counn fflUORITES

ow]welzaW
Thank You For Voting Us
Favorite Coffee House

o...
.(k) 2hankFavoriOot
te Consignment
for voting us your
Store in Murray & Calloway County!

Aoiitr SIZE
RIT
r
1441.10WW/
'woof REMS• rHeat Repeats

We Appreciate
Your Business!

Collee
1-1ouse

2007

.1-4 1 DA LGO

AMP

y2 TO 020

Me .

Korner, & ,fruldrevt:‘

C"Snttlent
Store

20o7

.ale
RI
-%,‘ '
- Full Clotho ".
4117

•••

20%
50% 0

Consignment Clothes
Se Costume Rental
p.m.
605 S. 12th St. • (270) 762-0207 • Hours: Mon. - Sat. 10 a.m.-6

AY)

.
COFF

LOWEnS—

di
Monday — Thursday 6 a.m.-10 p.m.
Friday & Saturday 6 a.m.-11 p.m. •
Sunday 8 a.m.-7 p.m.

Lett Build Something Together

Thank You For Voting Us
Favorite Hardware Store and
Favorite Carpet Store.

12th & Payne • Murray • 270-761-4800
z

0 Eli
eit 4■1,

IO
UD
ST
D
OO
KW
OA
THANKS FOR MAKING US #1

1400 Lowes Dr., Murray, KY • 270-753-9099

40e Nppreciate Your Conan
N' support & Loyalty lied
Votud

Faorjte

Ckll.TO C.HEDIJLE YOUR

CHISTk PRINT
TON!

t...urtney, 0.1).
ed II. 1.1r% is, 0.1).
_ _

Come See Our NEW Selection of
Designer Sunwear

270.753.7050

COME VISIT US AT OUR NEW LOCATION
1003 NORTH 4TH STREET
WWW.CIAKWC_,CMDSTUU)I C.

CT( )Ni

OFF SUNGLASSES with this ad.
COURTNEY & JA_R,VIS
VISION CENTER
R,.(.(1,,, 20%

r

I

I

•(

iiii all sungles,, until I I 24/7

• II,

1208 Johnson Blvd.• 759-1429

hies. Fry

'pm
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G) Tatra
LULU
Home Trends Gallery

wores to devrigoa'op offce /104//Vsele,ce4ff as as
apeape Seape/
ffeap larfropiee ic

LilLiftS

9fida
103 South 3rd Street - Downtown Murray - 753-3621
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Thank You

For Making Us
#1 Three Years
In A Row!

to all our friends and customers
and to those who voted us #1
three years in. a row!

FRAME VILLAGE
106 S. 5th St.•Murray•270-759-9853
1/
1
4 ."NW)valb
qproorpejvapx••jestwor

Enix Jewelers
$11 flappiness
On the Court Square • Downtown Murray • 753-9959

Cunn
Voted Favorite Place to get Catfish in
Calloway County five years in a row!
We appreciate your vote
ofconfidence

-Holmes 7ami1y
Xestatioani

am

RITEovo
VOTED FA,VO,
REPAIR
VZ743.1
AUTO
7pair INC,,,Ay
coONTY
,

6 yEARS IN

R

0 REPAIR

4gustiress S4(ce, 7962

Your Total Car Care Business!
We install quality Jasper Engines & Transmissions
We do routine maintenance on all vehicles

Lunch, Thurs. & Fri. 11 a.m. —1 p.m.
Dinner, Fri. 4 — 8 p.m., Sat. 4 — 7 p.m.• 767-0662

irallAutoCare I
sow• Center

WilS//12110

COUPON
Buy One Fish Meal, Get Second of Equal
or Lesser Value for

W.A. Cunningham, Larry Cunningham,
Randy Cunningham and Ricky Cunningham

1/2 Price

7:30 a.m. — 5 p.m., Mon. — Fri.
619 S. 4th St. • 753 1,811

Friday Night Only

Thursday, October 25, 2007
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In Our liack)ard, The Ledger & Times specialty magazine,
published this winter, will include area news & feature stories,
photos, useful facts, and recreation information.

Read all about our
friends and neighbors
in Callowa and our
surrounding counties
as we bring ou
the best and most
interesting stories
from

0111- ow 11

back a1(1.

111 11:1:

LEDGER
1001 N1 hitnell

rime • 753

IMES
.murra

4' d tr 1% 4'0 1111

MUM,NaMAMM'M

Don't miss
your
chance
advertise in to
akvard
publicatio this-Pvin ing
n.

in our
2007
Calloway
County
Favorites
Contest!!

Calloway
County
Favorites
Contest!!

•CANDLES•PICTURE *AMPS•DOORMATS• WREATHS•OUTDOOR PATIO DECOR•DINNERWARE•VASES • GIFT BASKETS • GOURMET FOODS•BABY GIFTS•
7011HHIrMINVIIIIT•

'Murray

twines"

vocnvticir, tidy iv trulyr 4nt Lormor. I oppriociato your

virupport and patronage.

Vico% Crs It%

.1\•0103:12 1- \*I1hansIDsorce

-floti?agg Open -1-touse

WAitney, Worris. Coe

News! News News! News! News
Get your news here!
Caught the tail end of a conversation at work about something happening locally and want to know more?
Don't bug your coworkers. Turn to The Murray Ledger & Times. instead. For complete up-to-date information
on kx:al, national and international events, The Murray Ledger & Times has got you covered
The world is forever changing. Keep up with what's going on around you.
Call today to give yourself the gift of delivery tomorrow.

Mon - Fri: 8am - 8pm
Sot: Sam - 6pm
Sun: 1 - 6pm

I would like to extend a sincere "Thank You"to
all of my patients who voted for me. I would
like to thank the physicians and staff of
Primary Care Medical Center whose support
and assistance made this award possible.
DR. RICHARD BLALOCK
Has been voted Murray & Calloway County's
Favorrte Family Doctor 4 years in a row!

Family Practice • biterita/ .1Irdici11e • Pediatrics • Ob-Gyn
((IL 1000 SOUTH 12TH STREET • MURRAY, KENTUCKY • 270.759.9200 --0))

Thursday, October 25, 200'7

CRLLOWRY COURT'? FRUORITES

Thank you for voting for us as your

Favorite Cable Provider
for 2007!

MURRAY ELECTRIC SYSTEM
Electric Power. Digital Cable. High Speed Internet. Telephone.
Call 753-5312 today!

Page II

Thursday, October 25, 2007
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/Aa GETS
YOU
RESULTS

Thank you for voting us
Favorite Insuranicel
MC
KINNEY
C

„IL V

INSURANCE SERVICES

l
'
irviewart
0
.
111$10110

AgeoCY
2007

"Your Hometown Insurance Source"

b'e*rei, i;•. it.4 Num/ 753-3500
Make your print advertising a shade more effective
with color! It s a surefire way to make readers stop
and take notice of your ad, and increased awareness
leads to better business. So contact one of our
advertising consultants today about enhancing your
advertising efforts. We'll pull out all the stops to
help you develop a brighter advertising campaign
with color!

100 North 5th Street • Murray, KY

.
..................t—he—;UT..
I Now come r play the best! fr I

I
r

$6.00 DISCOUNT OFF
18 Hole Green Fee W/Cart

I (Nor voloci with any other promohons 0 special events must present coupon. Exp. 12/31/07)
N,V.11 IVIEMOjyti
‘
"Ltg/
4.
1

t

/Lt

It

THANKS FOR YOUR
VOTES — 6 YEARS
IN A ROM

't

The Murray Ledger & Times
270-753-1916 • www.murrayledgencom

e*:

4*:

4*:

270-809-2238 For Reservations
MURRAY STATE
UNIVERSITY

Located on Hwy. 280 off Hwy.94 E.• Mumy
wwwmumystawedWriflUmW

S.

40 fir: 40

faS if
:

411

k

Thank Youji4;._
To Our Furry Er
Feathered Frienas!
47:
MURRAY ANIMAL
HOSPITAL & PET HOTEL R
Terry Canerdy, D.V.M. • Marty Wynn, D.V.M.

1601 COLLEGE FARM ROAD • MURRAY

753-2088
4

4

4

•

-is°
!:
!•

4 4 4 44 4

The staff of Purchase Area Physical Therapy
and I are honored by your vote of confidence in
choosing me as your favorite Physical Therapist
for the fourth consecutive year. I continue striving
to raise Purchase Area Physical Therapy to an
even higher level and will be awarded my Doctor
of Physical Therapy from the University of
Kentucky in May. We sincerely appreciate our
patient and physician support.

We at Wilson's yorist
would like to take
this opportunity to say
thank youfor voting us
your yavorite yoristin
Calloway County!

When experiance counts, count on us!

14)11/144s-viik FLOTUt
114 South 5'Street Murray. KY (270)753-4156

P.S. Congratulations Primary Care on your amazing new facility.

Dee-Dee Diefenback — Owner/Designer
Tina Cook — Owner/Designer
Mike Wilson — Designer

208 S. 6th St.• Murray • 270-759-9500
4813 Alben Barkley Dr.• Paducah • 270-534-7278

LOS PORTALES
OLYMPIC PLAZA • MURRAY • 767-0315

Celebrating 25 Years
Of Service To You.

THANK tiz,,:;),
store
YOU 4,-2°;.

THANK YOU
For Voting Us Favorite Dessert
H.R.H.

DUMPLIN'S
305 S. 12th St.• Murray • 753-0000
Open Mon.-Sat. 10 a.m.-4 p.m.

for voting us Murray's
favorite clothing store!
• Murray • Chestnut Hills Shopping Center

Thank you to all our customersfor voting us
yourfavorite and thank youfor your business.
24 Hour Road Service - Auto Unlock - Local & Long Distance Towing
Rollback Service - KY State Police Approved - Serving You Since 1952

tie C4the1r 8001e0Pe
cs In

409 State Route 97
Maytteld KY 42066

'
9

Our friends and customers
are such a blessing.
Thank You!

400 N 4th Street
Murray. KY

(270)759-2295

(270) 247-2291

itgANks

AGAIN...

for placing your trust
in our office and
voting us your
favorite chiropractor!

for voting us

Your Favorite Appliance Store!
MURRAY APPLIANCE

Dwight, Karen and all the staff at...

MURRAY APPLIANCE
We service or carry partsfor all major brands of major appliance's."
212 E. Main Street

753-1586

Call Now For
An Appomtment

753-6100

Calloway County
for voting us

O

FAVORITE PLUMBING
SERVICE!

We look forward to continuing
our 1st quality service for you.

Steele /it
Allbritton

umbing

Plumbing &
Electrical

Thanks for voting us your
Favorite
Heating Er Cooling Service!

Ott
HEATINosod
P.O Box 1597 • Murray, KY 42071

For All Your Heating & Cooling Needs
Darren Parker - 293-7227 or
Mike Garrison - 293-6958

Thank you so much to all of our amazing
clients and friends who have voted us

ALLEN N. MOFFITT, D.M.D., M.S.D.
Diplomat!, American Board of Orthodontics

#1 Barber Shop!

i truly appreciate the vote of confidence from those who
recognized me in the Murray Ledger er Times survey. it has been
.1 privilege to serve the community of murray-Calloway County
and Have the opportunity to help my patients achieve
healthy and beautiful smiles.

We truly appreciate all of you!
.111
,
& 6,0 he 6e5e,
6ecassse/lisseray "sakes

Tkank 9ou for tke honor!

,

I am honored to receive this awarci
and appreciate the support our firm
has received from the residents of
Murray and Calloway County
through the years.

14.1

the 6esti''

Southsid.e Barber Shop i
615 S. 12 St., Murray •(270) 753-8772
/MA11111/41111/.AIIIWAMIIWAMIIIIIAMIN
I
I

'
'
FOR VOTING US
FAVORITE TANNING SALON!

/N

NEON
BEACH
Tanning &
812 Whitnell N‘

Mini Storage

(270) 753.3331

I want to thank all
of the clients
for their votes —
without you this
would not be possible.
I appreciate all of you.

Thank you to all our customers
for voting us

Favorite Home Cookin

1409 Hwy. 641 N.• Murray, KY
270-759-1648
Hours: Mon.-Sat. 5 am-9 pm • Sun: 6 am-9 pm
Owned & Operated by Martha Hodge

Thank You For Voting Us
Your Favorite Again:
- 6 Years In A Row —
Voted #1

For almost 80 years, we have proudly
served ourfriends and neighbors in
Calloway County and surrounding areas.

Auto
Dealer

2007

701 Main Street • Murray, KY • 753-5273• www.parkerford.com

759-8866 • 1005 ARCADIA CIRCLE • MURRAY
-slt I I 3 m -12 pm

rn.„77
,
Thanks for voting us
Favorite BBO Restaurant for the
6th year in a row!
Vetoed 111
Bea
Restaurant
2007 .
Ifk

Mon -Sat. 10 a.m.-8 p.m.• 806 Chestnut St. • Murray • 767-0054

Thanks for voting us your
favorite Real Estate Agency
in Calloway County...
Six Years In A Row!

Congratulations 'Kathy, on being voted
'Favorite Real Estate Agent!

Your Location For Pittsburg and
Benjamin Moore Products.
A“th, Kopprrud

7S3,6620

would hire to extend a genuine thanks to my
clients fir their 20 wan of&Nalparromige.
711 Main tit. • Murray
753-1222
www.mu rray ky realest a te.com

Voted Favorite Catering Service in Murray
& Calloway County Three Years in a Row!

We are a full-service garage & a
mechanic is on duty 6 days a week.
Our customers are the best!
We appreciate every single one of you.

507 S. 12th St. • 759-0003 • Open 'til 1:30 p.m. on Saturdays!

DR. RICHARD BLALOCK
Has been voted Murray &
Calloway County's Favorite
Family Doctor!

Etiii//11 Pim lite
((( ')

bar))/(1/

int' • Pet/if/hit •

1000 SOUTH 12TH STREET • MURRAY, KENTUCKY • 270 759.9200 (())))
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Thank you for voting us your Favorite Antique Shop!

Thursday, October 25, 2407

Thank You For
Voting Us Your Favorite!
•
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Beautiful For
19 )ears'

753-1725 • 1-840472-8852

SHEMWELL'S ANTIQUES
4536 U.S. Highway 641 South • Hazel, Kentucky •(270/ 492-8308

Thanks For Voting Me Favorite
Investment Broker!

HILLIARD
LYONS
HEATH SCOTT - Financial Consultant
414 Main Street I Murray, 0'42071
(270)753-3366 I (800)444-1854 I fax (270)753-3369
HScottehilliard corn
G Hdfwrd, WI Lyons, Inc I Member New York Stock Exchange and SIPC

CENTER FOR HEALTH AND WELLNESS
OF MURRAY-CALLOWAY COUNTY HOSPITAL

Thanks to all of our members, supporters
and staff who helped us achieve
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HOSPITAL

Working to attain a healthy lifestyle
in all aspects of wellness.
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